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ABSTRACT
Alcohol use poses a significant public health concern, particularly among young adults, 35% of
whom report binge drinking (SAMHSA, 2019). Childhood maltreatment is reported by over 50%
of young adults (Maples et al., 2014) which places individuals at a greater risk of problematic
drinking (Goldstein et al., 2010). Developmental traumatology theory posits that 1)
maltreatment-related psychobiological changes are responsible for the increased risk of
dysfunctional alcohol use in maltreated individuals and 2) PTSD may be a good indicator of this
psychobiological change (De Bellis, 2002). PTSD symptoms have mediated the relationship
between childhood maltreatment and alcohol outcomes in previous studies (Epstein et al., 1998;
Rosenkranz et al., 2014). However, these studies have significant sample limitations that
preclude generalizability. Furthermore, this explanation does not include established learning
theories traditionally used to explain the connection between PTSD and problematic alcohol use.
Reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST) posits that subsystems of the brain responsible for
approach and avoidance behavior can have idiosyncratic tendencies of activation reflected in our
sensitivity to the rewarding (SR) and punishing (SP) qualities of stimuli, respectively (Corr,
2016; Gray 1991). While RST has been used to explain alcohol use, few studies have researched
RST in connection with childhood maltreatment and PTSD. The current study tests a structural
equation model to determine if childhood maltreatment and PTSD symptoms influence alcohol
outcomes via changes in SR and SP. It was hypothesized that the associations between childhood
maltreatment and alcohol outcomes will be explained, at least in part, by PTSD symptoms and
SR/SP. Gender was controlled for. Results generally confirm this hypothesis with some
exceptions. SR, but not SP, significantly predicted alcohol use, though both significantly
predicted alcohol-related problems. Additionally, adding a path from childhood maltreatment to
alcohol-related problems improved model fit. These findings suggest that the relationship
between childhood maltreatment and alcohol-related problems is only partially explained by the
development of PTSD symptoms and their influence on reinforcement sensitivity and alcohol
use. These results point to the usefulness of interventions that target PTSD symptoms and
reinforcement sensitivity in maltreated individuals in order to reduce the likelihood of
experiencing problematic alcohol use.
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Introduction
Childhood maltreatment and posttraumatic stress constitute a public health concern. As
many as one in three people report experiencing some form of childhood maltreatment in North
America (Moody et al., 2018) and rates have generally stayed the same over the past few decades
(Spilsbury et al., 2018). Individuals maltreated as children are over three times more likely to be
diagnosed with PTSD during the lifespan than their non-maltreated peers (Kisely et al., 2018).
Both childhood maltreatment and PTSD increase the risk of numerous negative outcomes
including poorer adult neuropsychological functioning (Kim et al., 2020; Nikulina & Widom,
2013), suicidality (Panagioti et al., 2012; Zatti et al., 2017), interpersonal problems (Miano et al.,
2018; van der Velden et al., 2018), and problematic substance use (Hagborg et al., 2020;
Rosenkranz et al., 2014). Maltreatment-related posttraumatic stress has been thoroughly
connected to increased alcohol use (Hamburger et al., 2008; Khosravani et al., 2019; Mullings et
al., 2004; Shin et al., 2019), which, in turn, results in a number of detrimental consequences in
college students. Approximately 35% of college-aged individuals binge drink (Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration [SAMHSA], 2019) resulting in a number of alcoholrelated problems (e.g., academic difficulties, legal problems; Read et al., 2016). Research that
delineates potential correlates and mechanisms linking childhood maltreatment, PTSD symptoms
and alcohol use and alcohol-related problems is needed to aid in prevention and treatment
efforts.
Theories have been developed in order to explain the connection between childhood
maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, and problematic alcohol use. Developmental traumatology
theory postulates that 1) the development of psychobiological changes as a result of the
childhood maltreatment is primarily responsible for increases in the risk of later onset alcohol
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use disorder and 2) that the development of PTSD symptoms may be a good indicator of these
psychobiological changes (De Bellis, 2002). Maltreated individuals with PTSD demonstrate
more significant neurobiological deficits than maltreated individuals without PTSD (De Bellis et
al., 2015; Morey et al., 2016). Moreover, some evidence suggests that childhood maltreatment
does not significantly predict problematic alcohol use when PTSD symptoms are controlled for
(Meiers et al., 2020) though other research shows similar levels of alcohol use between
traumatized individuals with and without PTSD (Stevens et al., 2016). Additional research is
needed to clarify the potential mediative relationship of childhood maltreatment, PTSD
symptoms, and alcohol use and related problems.
While the psychobiological changes indicated by PTSD may help explain the
development of problematic alcohol use following childhood maltreatment, it does not likely
fully explain the maintenance of problematic alcohol use. Learning theories, such as the selfmedication model, help fill this gap; it posits that individuals with PTSD use substances to cope
with or reduce their symptoms (i.e., negative reinforcement; Hawn, Bountress, et al., 2020;
Khantzian, 1997). While this model is supported by some research (Gaher et al., 2014; Hawn,
Cusack et al., 2020), other studies suggest that problems experienced due to heavy alcohol use
(e.g., interpersonal issues, withdrawal, etc.) can exacerbate PTSD symptoms as well (Tripp et al.,
2020; McFarlane et al., 2009; Possemato et al., 2015). The mutual maintenance model highlights
both the influence of PTSD symptoms on alcohol use and the influence of alcohol and related
problems on PTSD symptoms (Kaysen et al., 2011; 2014). While mutual maintenance model
highlights the importance of accounting for both the rewarding and punishing qualities of alcohol
use in its relationship with PTSD, it does not account for 1) more stable personality and
behavioral tendencies that may be affected by the onset of PTSD and 2) the dichotomy of
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approach and avoidance behavior, both of which are important in PTSD (Weaver et al., 2020)
and substance use disorders (Loijen et al., 2020). Gray’s reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST)
addresses these shortcomings. RST posits that distinct brain subsystems involved in emotiondriven behavior govern our tendency to either approach (behavioral approach system [BAS]) or
avoid (behavioral inhibition system [BIS]; Gray & McNaughton, 2000). The BAS or approach
behavior is theorized to be related to one’s sensitivity to the rewarding (SR) qualities of a
stimulus while the BIS or avoidance behavior is theorized to be related to one’s sensitivity to the
punishing (SP) qualities of a stimulus (Corr, 2016). Several lines of research have applied RST
to alcohol use and alcohol-related problems, but only a few independent studies considered the
effects of childhood maltreatment and/or PTSD on sensitivity to reward and punishment.
SR and SP have been extensively researched regarding their connection to alcohol use
and related problems. SR has been significantly positively related to hazardous drinking, alcohol
misuse, (Bijttebier et al., 2009), life-time diagnoses of alcohol and drug abuse (Johnson et al.,
2003), heavy drinking (Franken & Muris, 2006; O’Connor & Colder, 2009; Pardo et al., 2007),
positive alcohol expectancies (Simons et al., 2009; Zisserson & Palfai, 2007) and alcohol-related
problems (Hasking et al., 2015; Keough & O’Connor, 2014; Wardell et al., 2011). A positive
association between SR and alcohol outcomes is expected given that individuals more sensitive
to rewarding stimuli are likely to approach alcohol for its benefits (e.g., increased sociability).
The association between SP and alcohol use and related problems is less clear. SP appears to be
negatively associated with risky drinking (Studer, 2016), drinking frequency (Simons et al.,
2009), and quantity of alcohol use (Franken & Muris, 2006; Jonker et al., 2014; O’Connor &
Colder, 2009; Pardo et al., 2007; Wardell et al., 2011). However, a few studies demonstrate null
associations between SP and alcohol outcomes such as drinking frequency and quantity
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(O’Connor et al., 2009; Keough & O’Connor, 2014), risky drinking (Loxton & Dawe, 2006;
2007) and alcohol expectancies (Lopez-Vergara et al., 2012; Zisserson & Palfai, 2007) and
alcohol-related problems (Hasking et al., 2015; Keough & O’Connor, 2014). Corr (2002) has
proposed the joint subsystems hypothesis, essentially stating that brain subsystems involved in
approach (SR) and avoidance (SP) are connected. For instance, concurrent high levels of SR and
low levels of SP increase the likelihood of consuming alcohol (Genovese & Wallace, 2007;
Hahn et al., 2020; Keough & O’Connor, 2014). Additionally, high levels of SR may override
high SP in favor of approaching alcohol (e.g., drinking to cope; Wardell et al., 2011). The current
study will further explore the relationship between SR and SP and alcohol use and related
problems in the context of child maltreatment and PTSD symptoms.
Research applying RST to childhood maltreatment and PTSD is still developing. This is
surprising given that the neurological underpinnings of the BIS involve the septohippocampal
system and amygdala (Gray & McNaughton, 2000), two areas that are also related to the
development of PTSD (Qi et al., 2018). The BIS/SP is positively related to the experience of
childhood maltreatment (Das et al., 2011; Miu et al., 2017) and PTSD symptom severity (Pickett
et al., 2011). The BAS/SR should also theoretically be related to PTSD given that both SR and
PTSD are associated with impulsivity and high-risk behaviors (Contractor et al., 2018;
Contractor et al., 2020; Corr & Cooper, 2016; Jonker et al., 2014). However, the relationship
with childhood maltreatment, PTSD and SR is less clear. SR has been related to childhood
maltreatment (Das et al., 2011; Miu et al., 2017), but only for individuals who carry a specific
genotype (Das et al., 2011). PTSD symptoms are negatively related to BAS-Reward
Responsiveness and positively related to BAS-Drive (Pickett et al., 2011). Further, the
hyperarousal and avoidance PTSD factors are significantly positively associated with SR
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(Contractor et al., 2013). Much research is needed to clarify the associations between childhood
maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, and SR and SP. The current study will attempt to fill some of
these gaps. Additionally, none of the existing SP/SR studies analyzed childhood maltreatment
and PTSD concurrently. This is important given the developmental traumatology literature
suggesting that childhood maltreatment alone may not be sufficient for the development of some
detrimental consequences.
The current study will test a novel structural equation model of the relationship between
childhood maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, and alcohol outcomes (alcohol use and alcoholrelated problems) using RST and developmental traumatology theories as theoretical rationale.
The following literature review will first address the prevalence of alcohol use and related
problems. Second, childhood maltreatment and PTSD definition, prevalence, measurement, and
costs will be reviewed as well as the connection between childhood maltreatment and PTSD.
Third, the developmental traumatology theory and RST will provide an explanatory framework
for the associations hypothesized in the proposed study. The review will conclude with a
description of the proposed model and directional hypotheses.
Literature Review
Alcohol Use and Related Problems
Problematic levels of alcohol use are particularly common among college students. Binge
drinking is defined as men consuming five or more drinks and women consuming four or more
drinks on one occasion at least once in the past 30 days (SAMHSA, 2019). Approximately 35%
of college-aged adults (aged 18-25) report binge drinking compared to about 25% of adults aged
26 or older (SAMHSA, 2019). Heavy alcohol use is defined as binge drinking at least five out of
the last 30 days. Approximately nine percent of college-aged individuals engage in heavy alcohol
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use compared to about 6% of adults aged 26 or older (SAMHSA, 2019). Several risk factors
combine to influence risk of problematic drinking in young adults. For example, those enrolled
in college drink more alcohol and more frequently than their non-enrolled peers (Read et al.,
2016) and membership to a sorority or fraternity increase the risk even more (Park et al., 2008;
Park et al., 2009). A great deal of research has also shown several clinically relevant risk factors
for drinking including the presence of psychopathology (Baggio et al., 2015; Dyer et al., 2019),
personality factors (Erevik et al., 2017; Peeters et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2022), and life
events (Hoyland & Latendresse, 2018), in particular, trauma history (Marx & Sloan, 2003; Weiss
et al., 2018) and childhood maltreatment (Goldstein et al., 2010; Hagborg et al., 2020; LongmanMills et al., 2013). Research to help inform prevention and intervention efforts is ongoing.
These efforts have traditionally focused much more on the individual rather than on
population trends. Population-level data indicate the prevalence of college student alcohol use
has remained relatively stable for several decades (Champion et al., 2015). These data suggest
that any prevention and intervention efforts undertaken have been ineffective on a societal level.
Individual-level data tell a different story. Some research suggests that binge drinking generally
decreases from the late 20’s to age 40 where it stabilizes (regardless of treatment; Schulenberg et
al., 2020). Young adults typically experience the highest reduction in alcohol use disorder
symptoms though, for many, problematic drinking does persist into late adulthood (Lee et al.,
2018). For these individuals, treatment is often necessary. Interventions before or during the
development of risky drinking may reduce the consequences experienced later in life.
Current interventions for problematic alcohol use are varied in composition and
effectiveness. They include medication and psychotherapeutic options in both residential and
outpatient settings. Most psychotherapies for substance use disorders are not substance-specific;
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they are used to treat all substance use disorders. The most well-established psychotherapies
include cognitive-behavioral and third-wave approaches. While these come in a number of
different formats (e.g., relapse prevention, motivation enhancement, mindfulness-based relapse
prevention, guided self-change, community reinforcement approach), many components are
shared across formats (Morin et al., 2017). These psychotherapies are effective in both individual
(Lee et al., 2015; Stotts & Northrup, 2015; Zamboni et al., 2021) and group (Dice, 2020)
formats. Evidence suggests that results are best when psychotherapy is combined with
pharmacotherapy (Ray et al., 2020). The complications with successful treatment of problematic
alcohol use surely reflects the complexity of the factors driving alcohol use.
Multiple research frameworks have been proposed for the genesis of risky drinking.
Research on social learning and social norms demonstrate that the level of drinking in our social
networks predicts our own level of alcohol consumption (Reid & Carey, 2018). In other words, if
one’s peers engage in risky drinking, one is more likely to engage in risky drinking. This likely
explains why individuals involved in campus Greek life are more likely to consume alcohol
(Park et al., 2008; Park et al., 2009). The attention-readiness-motivation framework posits that
behavior occurs because of stimulus value, which is in turn influenced by attentiveness to the
stimuli and readiness to act (Suri et al., 2018). In line with this framework, research has
delineated specific motives for drinking (e.g., drinking to cope or increase sociability; Kuntsche
& Muller, 2011; Labhart et al., 2017) and shown that expecting positive outcomes from alcohol
use increases one’s likelihood to use (Van Tyne et al., 2012; Zamboanga et al., 2012). Poor selfcontrol and impulsivity have also been posited as unique risk factors for risky substance use
(Bailey et al., 2018; Gustavson et al., 2017; Jones et al., 2020). Additionally, multiple studies
have examined genetic risk factors for risky alcohol use (see Guerrini et al., 2014 for a review).
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Twin studies have shown an alcohol use heritability rate of 21-51% for women and 39% for men
(Virtanen et al., 2019). One additional area of research has highlighted the impact of
psychopathology as a precipitating and maintaining factor for problematic drinking. The current
study focuses on childhood maltreatment and resulting posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
symptoms in particular.
PTSD and problematic alcohol use frequently co-occur; at least 24% of those with PTSD
also meet criteria for alcohol use disorder (Blanco et al., 2013). A few different theories to
explain the connection between PTSD and problematic alcohol use have been postulated with the
most common being the self-medication model. This model posits that alcohol is used to help
reduce psychological suffering due to psychiatric disorders such as PTSD (Khantzian, 1997).
The self-medication model has been supported by multiple lines of research including studies on
drinking motives (i.e., drinking to cope; Hawn, Bountress, et al., 2020; Lehavot et al., 2014;
McDevitt-Murphy et al., 2017) and ecological momentary assessment and experience sampling
studies demonstrating that drinking increases following PTSD symptoms (Gaher et al., 2014).
However, several studies demonstrating that PTSD also increases following episodes of heavy
drinking have led to the development of the mutual maintenance model (Tripp et al., 2020;
McFarlane et al., 2009; Possemato et al., 2015). This model expands the self-medication model
by positing that in addition to drinking to reduce suffering due to PTSD symptoms, the negative
effects of alcohol use (e.g., withdrawal, poor sleep, interpersonal conflict) could exacerbate
PTSD symptoms (Simpson et al., 2014). These findings highlight the importance of including the
consequences of alcohol use in models explaining the development and maintenance of
problematic alcohol use.
Consequences of risky alcohol use can affect nearly all aspects of life such as academic
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difficulties, interpersonal relationships, poor class attendance, psychological and physical health
issues, overdose and withdrawal, physiological dependence, and high-risk behavior (Champion
et al., 2015; Labrie et al., 2011; Read et al., 2016). In particular, 32.7% of college students report
experiencing blackouts, 13.4% report physical fights related to alcohol use, and 11.4% report
academic difficulties (Clements, 1999). Most students do not recognize alcohol-related problems
(Read et al., 2016) possibly because they view these problems as positive and therefore neglect
to seek help until the consequences are severe (Glass et al., 2015). Even when individuals
recognize and want to address problematic alcohol use, they often continue drinking (Simons et
al., 2015). Excessive alcohol use has a high public cost as well, mostly due to drunk driving and
the possible loss of life and financial expenses associated with it (Zohrabian & Philipson, 2010).
External costs of drunk driving (i.e., costs not absorbed by the drunk driver) have been estimated
at $34.45 billion per year (adjusted for inflation from 1984; Kenkel, 1993; Zohrabian &
Philipson, 2010). The high personal and public cost of problematic alcohol use make prevention
and intervention efforts more salient.
These efforts have identified a number of precursors and risk factors for problematic
alcohol use already. The current study will focus on two: childhood maltreatment and the onset
of PTSD symptoms. However, given the complications involving successful treatment of
problematic alcohol use, the current study attempts to delineate a mechanism to explain the
connection between these variables in order to inform intervention efforts more fully.
Childhood Maltreatment
Definition and Prevalence
Childhood maltreatment as a concept includes two different difficult-to-define terms that
must be delineated. First, the terms “childhood” or “child” vary considerably across research,
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clinical, legal, and cultural frameworks. While in many instances, it can be intuitive to identify a
child (no one would argue a 3-year-old is not a child, for example), other instances are more
nuanced. Some individuals may legally fit the definition of child while developmentally and
socially present as an adult (or vice-versa). In these instances, it is not easy to conclude whether
or not the abuse perpetrated is done to a child. It is perhaps easiest to identify “core cases,” or
individuals that are both developmentally and legally considered a child by their society
(Matthews & Collin-Vezina, 2019), though even these cases could vary considerably by culture
and hard lines cannot easily be drawn. Most studies on childhood maltreatment either leave the
definition of the terms “child” or “childhood” up to the participant (Diaz-Olavarrieta et al., 2001)
or identify a specific age in their procedure (Bebbington et al., 2011). Both methods result in
wide variability.
Second, the term “maltreatment” covers a range of experiences. The World Health
Organization (WHO; 1999) defines childhood maltreatment as “all forms of physical and/or
emotional ill-treatment, sexual abuse, neglect or negligent treatment.” This definition generally
identifies four types of maltreatment: physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect.
Much like the definition of “child,” these four different forms of maltreatment carry a great deal
of variability. In an attempt to create a conceptual definition of sexual abuse, Matthews &
Collin-Vezina (2019) indicate four necessary criteria: the victim is a child, consent is absent, the
act is sexual, and the act constitutes abuse. Physical abuse is often defined as non-accidental
injury from acts committed by adults (Kelly, 1983). However, other aspects often accompany
this definition including parental anger (Abrams, 1981; Kelly, 1983) and the ability to
demonstrate the injury (e.g., cuts and bruises; National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect,
1988). Emotional abuse is perhaps the most difficult to define as there must be a distinction
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between it and poor but otherwise non-abusive parenting. Slep and colleagues (2011) identified
an ”act plus impact” approach wherein an act required identified or potential emotional impact to
be considered emotional abuse. However, this still leaves some amount of subjectivity. Last,
while abuse frequently requires the commission of an act, neglect does not. However, neglect
does require identification of what is considered a minimally adequate level of care, which, much
like the other forms of maltreatment, can vary considerably across contexts (e.g., culture, child’s
age, etc.). One final caveat to mention is that many of these forms of maltreatment can seemingly
overlap. It would be unsurprising to find that sexual abuse has an emotional or physical impact
on a child, for example. The difficulty in delineating these different types of maltreatment can
complicate the usefulness in separating them into distinct categories.
While definitional distinctions are not always clear, it is clear that childhood
maltreatment is a common problem in the United States. Data from the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS; 2015) indicate that over three million reports of alleged
childhood maltreatment are reported every year in the U.S. A meta-analysis of retrospective
cross-sectional data indicated that as many as one in three children in North America report
having experienced some form of maltreatment though prevalence varies greatly based on gender
and type of maltreatment (Moody et al., 2018). Sexual abuse, emotional abuse and neglect are
significantly higher in North American girls (20.4%, 28.4%, and 40.5%, respectively) than in
North American boys (14.1%, 13.7%, and 16.6%, respectively) with nearly equal gender rates on
physical abuse (21.7% for girls, 24.3% for boys; Moody et al., 2018). Unfortunately, most
maltreated children experience multiple forms of maltreatment, an experience termed
“polyvictimization” (HHS, 2019; Sugaya et al., 2012). Over 25% of victims are under three years
old when they first experience abuse or neglect (Center for Disease Control & Prevention
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[CDC], 2019; HHS 2019). Most victims of childhood maltreatment are White (44.6%), Hispanic
(22.3%), or African American (20.7%; HHS, 2019). The perpetrator in most instances is one or
both parents (92% of cases) especially in households with substance abuse, financial problems,
and domestic violence (Herrenkohl et al., 2008; HHS, 2019). However, rates of childhood
maltreatment tend to differ based on method of measurement.
Measuring Childhood Maltreatment
While definitional difficulties abound in childhood maltreatment research, the method
with which it is measured is equally important. The majority of childhood maltreatment data is
retrospective. In other words, most data comes from adult participants’ retrospective recall of
abuse/neglect experienced in childhood. A major concern of this methodology is memory
accuracy. A meta-analysis of prospective and retrospective measures of childhood maltreatment
indicated that these two types of measures have poor agreement in the individuals identified as
maltreated (Baldwin et al., 2019). This finding does not entirely invalidate the use of any specific
method of measurement. It simply indicates that retrospective data identifies a different group of
individuals than prospective data. It is possible that the subjectivity and definitional difficulties
of childhood maltreatment events is partially to blame. Further research is needed to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of prospective versus retrospective reporting and how this may affect
the statistical models using these different data.
Costs to Individuals and Society
The effects of childhood maltreatment impact both the survivors and the general society
in many deleterious ways. The societal costs of childhood maltreatment include acute and longterm mental health treatment, family rehabilitation programs, and judiciary activities (Afifi et al.,
2015; Boyd et al., 2015) with one estimate of this cost totaling over $124 billion per year (Fang
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et al., 2012). Nearly 70% of children attending outpatient psychiatry treatment report
experiencing maltreatment (Ford et al., 2011). Child abuse and neglect led to almost 2,000 child
fatalities in 2017 alone, an unfortunate increase from previous years (HHS, 2019). Many victims
experience physical injury including bruises, cuts, and fractured or broken bones (CDC, 2019)
and illnesses such as sexually transmitted infections (Norman et al., 2012). Other consequences
of childhood maltreatment seem to manifest in adulthood such as obesity, arthritis, ulcers,
migraines (Norman et al., 2012), hypertension, and chronic pain (Min et al., 2013). In addition,
childhood maltreatment increases the likelihood of engaging in risky sexual behavior, substance
abuse (Arata et al., 2005; Blumenthal et al., 2008), and suicidal behavior (Briere & Jordan, 2009;
Norman et al., 2012). The majority of individuals (84%) with a history of physical abuse report
at least one psychiatric disorder later in life (Sugaya et al., 2012). Broadly, childhood
maltreatment increases the risk of developing depressive, anxiety, and conduct disorders (Briere
& Jordan, 2009; Norman et al., 2012). Perhaps the most studied psychiatric disorder in
connection with childhood maltreatment is PTSD.
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
Definition and Prevalence
PTSD is a complex psychological disorder constituting exposure to a traumatic event
followed by the development of symptoms that impact one’s functioning (American Psychiatric
Association [APA], 2013). The fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of mental
disorders (DSM-5) defines traumatic events as exposure to threatened death, serious injury, or
sexual violence (APA, 2013). It is important to note this definition’s relation to childhood
maltreatment. While some forms of maltreatment such as physical or sexual abuse could qualify
as a trauma under this definition, others may not. The definition of trauma is continually under
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scrutiny (Boals, 2018; Jones, 2021) with a body of literature developing around “complex
trauma,” which is more inclusive of chronic childhood victimization (Cook et al., 2003;
Mahoney & Markel, 2016; Wamser-Nanney & Vandenberg, 2013). However, it is unclear
whether or not the symptom outcomes of complex trauma and the DSM-5 trauma definition
differ (Wamser-Nanney, 2016). Regardless, the vast majority of psychological research uses the
DSM-5 definition. Under this definition, 70% of all people (Benjet et al., 2016) and
approximately 25% of children (Costello et al., 2002) report experiencing a traumatic event,
though only about 9% of people meet criteria for PTSD at some point in the lifespan (APA,
2013). In other words, many people experience traumatic events, though only a minority develop
significant and potentially long-lasting symptoms.
The symptoms of PTSD are grouped into four clusters: intrusion, avoidance, negative
alterations in cognition and mood, and hyperarousal (APA, 2013). Diagnosis requires at least:
one intrusion symptom such as recurrent distressing dreams, dissociative reactions, or
psychological distress or physiological reactions to trauma-related cues; avoidance of traumarelated thoughts, memories, feelings, or external reminders of the trauma; two instances of
negative alterations in cognition and mood such as poor memory of the trauma or feelings of
detachment or estrangement from others; and two symptoms of hyperarousal such as reckless or
destructive behavior or problems with concentration (APA, 2013). The four-factor (i.e., symptom
cluster) structure of DSM-5 PTSD is crucial to the assessment of PTSD, though it has been a
subject of debate in the literature. Research on the factor structure of PTSD instruments based on
DSM-IV criteria supported the four-factor structure (Gauci & MacDonald, 2012; Maestas et al.,
2011) which led to the adoption of this structure in the DSM-5 (APA, 2013). However, newly
developed PTSD instruments based on this four-factor structure frequently do not support it,
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instead showing that one (McKinnon et al., 2019), five (Eddinger & McDevitt-Murphy, 2017;
Makhubela, 2018), or seven (Wang et al., 2017) factors fit the data better. Regardless, given that
primarily the DSM-5 is used for diagnosis, existing assessment methods are based on its fourfactor structure.
Measuring PTSD
Assessment of PTSD is complicated both by the method of assessment and by the
difficulty of connecting the trauma to the symptoms reported. Regarding, the former, PTSD is
typically assessed either by clinician-administered or self-report methods. When used as outcome
monitoring across treatment for PTSD, these two methods demonstrate acceptable agreement
(Lenz & Luo, 2019; Monson et al., 2008). Regarding the latter, most people who report a history
of one traumatic event have also experienced other traumatic events (Kessler et al., 1995). This
significantly complicates the ability to connect symptoms experienced to one specific trauma. It
is possible to assess PTSD symptoms in relation to an individual’s general trauma history rather
than one specific event (Elhai et al., 2010). This practice is more reflective of the average trauma
survivor’s experience and is consistent with research demonstrating the cumulative effects of
multiple traumatic experiences (Junglen et al., 2017; LeBouthillier et al., 2015; McNair et al.,
2019). While the current study will ask participants about their currently most troubling stressful
event, it is possible that reported symptoms were not generated by this one event. This is
particularly likely in a maltreated sample given the aforementioned high rate of
polyvictimization (HHS, 2019; Sugaya et al., 2012).
Childhood Maltreatment and PTSD Symptoms
Despite the imperfect crossover between the definitions of “trauma” and “childhood
maltreatment,” their similarities likely contribute to their shared connection with PTSD
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symptoms. For example, traumatic events involving interpersonal violence generally lead to
worse outcomes than other types of traumatic events (Kessler et al., 2017) including higher risk
of PTSD (Levey et al., 2018). Therefore, it is plausible that the interpersonal nature of
maltreatment is responsible for its strong association with development of PTSD. While
estimates vary considerably, as many as 1.7% (Garland et al., 2001) to 55% (Grasso et al., 2009)
of maltreated children meet criteria for PTSD. Though global childhood maltreatment is
associated with risk of developing PTSD (Kisely et al., 2018), evidence suggests that emotional
and sexual maltreatment are stronger predictors of risk of developing PTSD than physical abuse
(Vallati et al., 2020). When comparing maltreatment types, physical abuse is associated with
fewer PTSD symptoms (less than 1 symptom per cluster) while sexual abuse is associated with
more PTSD symptoms (more than 4 symptoms per cluster; Runyon et al., 2014).This is
somewhat surprising given that emotional abuse does not clearly meet the DSM-5 definition of
trauma while physical maltreatment could. It is possible that the high rates of polyvictimization
(HHS, 2019; Sugaya et al., 2012) are to blame. Regardless, it is clear that childhood
maltreatment is connected to the development of PTSD symptoms and associated negative
effects.
Recent theories and research are trying to illuminate mechanisms responsible for the
relationship between childhood maltreatment and negative life outcomes including PTSD and
problematic alcohol use. The current study uses two theories to explain this connection. First,
developmental traumatology theory helps explain the connection between childhood
maltreatment and problematic alcohol use by positing neurobiological changes (indicated by the
presence of PTSD) as the primary mediator in their relationship. Second, reinforcement
sensitivity theory helps explain the maintenance of problematic alcohol use in individuals
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experiencing PTSD symptoms. These theories will be explored at length.
Developmental Traumatology Theory
Developmental theories of PTSD, such as developmental traumatology theory, suggest
that neurobiological changes associated with the experience of traumatic events are the driving
force behind resulting symptoms and negative outcomes including substance abuse (De Bellis,
2002). In his original overview of the theory, De Bellis (2001) noted seven assumptions. First, an
infinite number of experiences can cause subjective distress, but biological stress systems have
finite ways to respond to them. Second, the interpersonal nature of childhood maltreatment is
critical to its relationship with detrimental outcomes. Third, childhood maltreatment may be
more detrimental than adult traumatic experiences due to psychobiological development still
occurring in childhood. Fourth, individual differences in the stressor and the victim may affect
the biological stress response system. Fifth, PTSD symptoms frequently occur following
stressful experiences. Sixth, changes in the biological stress system directly cause symptoms of
PTSD. Seventh, PTSD symptoms signal a trajectory to more severe negative outcomes. The
current study is not assessing indicators of the biological stress system and instead is relying on
the sixth and seventh assumptions of this theory. In short, PTSD symptoms are expected to be a
reliable indicator of neurobiological change and thus account for development of problematic
alcohol use.
This expectation is based on three areas of research. First, in order for PTSD to be an
indicator of maltreatment-related neurobiological change and thus a risk factor for problematic
alcohol use, one would expect crossover between the neurobiological profiles of those who
experience childhood maltreatment, PTSD, and problematic alcohol use. Several neurobiological
systems have been researched across these three experiences. In his review, De Bellis (2002)
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focused on the hippocampus, the hypothalamic-pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis, the amygdala,
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) and levels of several neurotransmitters such as
catecholamines and cortisol. Childhood maltreatment is associated with reduced volume in the
hippocampus and alterations in stress response functions in the HPA axis (Cabrera et al., 2020).
Similarly, individuals with alcohol use disorder demonstrate lower hippocampus volume than
healthy controls (Grodin & Momenan, 2017) and they have increased activation of the HPA axis
(Gianoulakis, 1998). Increased HPA axis activation is likely connected to increased alcohol use
due to its production of cortisol which in turn is implicated in the release of dopamine, a
neurotransmitter involved in the rewarding and reinforcing effects of stimuli (Gianoulakis,
1998). Childhood maltreatment is associated with reduced ability to inhibit amygdala activity
(Kessler et al., 2020) while increased amygdala activity is associated with early initiation of
alcohol use (Elsayed et al., 2018). These neurological systems are also related to symptoms of
PTSD. For example, irritability is related to increased amygdala activity (Wiggins et al., 2016)
and low cortisol levels (Mikita et al., 2015). Emotional numbing is related to high cortisol levels
(Stoppelbein & Greening, 2015). Poor memory in individuals with combat-related PTSD is
associated with reduced hippocampal volume (Woodward et al., 2009).
Second, in order for PTSD to be an indicator of the presence of maltreatment-related
neurobiological change, one would expect neurobiological distinctions between maltreated
individuals with and without PTSD. Individuals maltreated as children with PTSD demonstrate
smaller cerebral and cerebellar gray matter volumes (De Bellis et al., 2015) and smaller right
ventro-medial prefrontal cortex volumes (Morey et al., 2016) compared to individuals maltreated
as children without PTSD and non-maltreated controls. Third, if these PTSD-indicated
neurobiological changes are responsible for the connection between childhood maltreatment and
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problematic alcohol use, statistical models would demonstrate it. One study has found that
childhood maltreatment does not significantly predict problematic alcohol use when PTSD
symptoms are controlled for (Meiers et al., 2020). Two studies have found that PTSD symptoms
mediate the association between childhood maltreatment and alcohol outcomes (Rosenkranz et
al., 2014; Epstein et al., 1998). However, both studies have some sample limitations that
preclude generalizability. In Rosenkranz and colleagues (2014), the sample was young adults
entering substance use treatment. This sample might not be reflective of the low level of problem
recognition in most young adults (Read et al., 2016). The second study was restricted to women
and one type of childhood maltreatment (childhood rape; Epstein et al., 1998). Additionally, both
studies were conducted using DMS-IV measures of PTSD symptoms. While these studies appear
to support the developmental traumatology theory, the current study will increase the
generalizability of these findings to all college-aged individuals and all maltreatment
experiences.
Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory
While developmental traumatology theory may explain the development of problematic
alcohol use due to childhood maltreatment and PTSD, learning theories provide a mechanism for
the maintenance of problematic alcohol use. Substance use is theorized to be a method of
avoidance of negative emotion (Simpson et al., 2006) which only serves to maintain existing
symptoms (Mowrer, 1947; 1951; 1956). In other words, substance use has rewarding qualities
(i.e., reducing/avoiding negative emotion) that increase one’s likelihood to use. Traditional
models of substance use and PTSD, such as the self-medication model, account only for the
rewarding qualities of substances that increase approach behavior. However, substance use also
has numerous punishing qualities (e.g., hangovers, interpersonal problems, legal problems;
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LaBrie et al., 2011; Read et al., 2016) that may increase avoidance behavior. Learning theories
need to account for both rewarding and punishing qualities of substance use, especially in
connection with PTSD given the avoidance symptoms and increased hyperarousal to threat
inherent in it (APA, 2013). Reinforcement sensitivity theory accomplishes this.
Gray’s Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory (RST) centers around two postulations. First,
separable subsystems of the brain are responsible for different emotion-related behavior (Gray,
1991). Three major brain subsystems have been identified: the behavioral approach system
(BAS) activated by appetitive stimuli, the behavioral inhibition system (BIS) activated by goal
conflict, and the fight-flight-freeze system (FFFS) activated by all forms of aversive stimuli
(Corr & McNaughton, 2012). Early work on RST (Gray, 1982; 1991) argued that each system
was related to specific neuropsychological networks including the basal ganglia, neocortex,
limbic system, septohippocampal system, ventromedial hypothalamus, and the amygdala. More
recent research has clarified these associations (Barros-Loscertales et al., 2006; Bishop et al.,
2004; Etkin et al., 2004; Hahn, et al., 2010; LeDoux, 1994; 2002; Most et al., 2006; Pfleiderer et
al., 2007). Second, individuals differ in the ease with which these distinct systems become active
(Gray, 1991). These two points led to the development of a personality-driven theory of
behavioral learning based in a neuropsychological understanding of emotion. In short, RST
postulates that one’s emotional responses to stimuli is idiosyncratic and results in idiosyncratic
behavioral tendencies of approach or avoidance.
Personality measures were developed that operationalize the idiosyncratic activation
tendencies of the BAS as sensitivity to reward (SR) and the conjoint idiosyncratic activation
tendencies of the BIS and FFFS as sensitivity to punishment (SP; Corr, 2016). Individuals high
in SR are more likely to approach stimuli associated with reward while those high in SP are more
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likely to avoid stimuli associated with punishment or threat (Corr, 2016). It is unclear whether
these idiosyncratic tendencies to approach or avoid can change over time or as a function of
psychopathology. A burgeoning literature has tried to analyze the effect of trauma on approach
or avoidance. Additionally, a fair amount of studies has shown consistent associations between
approach and avoidance and alcohol consumption. The following review will detail this
literature, its limitations, and how the current study fits into it. The following review will define
SR/SP as measured by the Sensitivity to Punishment and Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire
(SPSRQ; Torrubia et al., 2001) and BIS/BAS by the Behavioral Inhibition/Behavioral Activation
Scales (BIS/BAS; Carver & White, 1994) unless otherwise indicated.
Application to Childhood Maltreatment and PTSD
Though research in the area is still developing, there are some consistent findings relating
SR/SP and BIS/BAS and childhood maltreatment. BIS sensitivity is positively related to the
experience of childhood maltreatment (Das et al., 2011; Miu et al., 2017). This indicates that
individuals who experience childhood maltreatment are more sensitive to the anticipation of
punishment and therefore are more avoidant of stimuli generally. Additionally, the experience of
childhood maltreatment is positively associated with BAS sensitivity (Das et al., 2011; Miu et
al., 2017) but only for individuals who carry the DRD2-exIII-VNTR genotype (Das et al., 2011).
This genotype is considered a “plasticity gene” that makes one more easily influenced by the
environment (e.g., parental practices, traumatic events, etc.; Belsky et al., 2009). While beyond
the scope of the current study, this finding implies the importance of accounting for genetic
interactions in childhood maltreatment research. Interestingly, one of these studies on childhood
maltreatment assessed maltreatment with only two questions (Miu et al., 2017) and both studies
failed to classify the maltreatment into specific types consistent with the World Health
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Organization’s definition of childhood maltreatment. Additionally, neither of them assessed
PTSD symptoms. Given the developmental traumatology findings discussed earlier, the
development of PTSD may be particularly relevant to the connection between childhood
maltreatment and changes in behavioral activation/avoidance.
Only a handful of studies exist regarding the connection between PTSD and BIS/BAS
and SR/SP. Experiential avoidance significantly moderated the relationship between BIS
sensitivity and PTSD symptoms such that individuals high in BIS sensitivity and experiential
avoidance reported the most PTSD symptoms (Pickett et al., 2011). PTSD symptom severity has
also been positively associated with a different measure of behavioral inhibition (i.e., the Adult
Measure of Behavioral Inhibition; Myers et al., 2012). The relationship between PTSD
symptoms and BAS sensitivity is less clear. There seems to be a negative relationship between
BAS-Reward Responsiveness and PTSD symptoms but a positive relationship between BASDrive and PTSD symptoms (Pickett et al., 2011). These findings suggest that individuals high in
PTSD symptoms are less likely to respond to rewarding stimuli though they do persist towards
reward attainment. The authors posit that the first finding is consistent with literature associating
PTSD with less experience of positive emotional states (Kashdan et al., 2006) while the latter
finding may reflect the functional level of the sample (i.e., college students). Notably, dysphoria,
avoidance, and re-experiencing clusters were significantly associated with SP and the
hyperarousal and avoidance factors were significantly associated with SR (Contractor et al.,
2013). This was the only study that looked at the relationship between PTSD symptom clusters
and SR/SP. Given the high heterogeneity of PTSD and the new PTSD symptoms clusters in the
DSM-5 (APA, 2013), the current study will continue to explore this relationship. While, in
summary, this research suggests a clear positive association between BIS sensitivity (or SP) and
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PTSD, BAS sensitivity (or SR) and PTSD’s relationship is less clear. The current study will
hypothesize a positive association between PTSD symptoms and both SR and SP considering
Picket et al.’s hypothesis about sample features (college students) possibly driving the positive
association.
Application to Alcohol Use and Related Problems
SR (or BAS) has demonstrated a consistent positive association with alcohol use. BAS
sensitivity has demonstrated positive relationships with illicit drug use (i.e., marijuana, cocaine,
etc.; Emery & Simons, 2017; Franken et al., 2006) and risk factors for substance use such as
positive use expectancies (Simons & Arens, 2007; Simons et al., 2008). Regarding alcohol use,
SR is significantly positively related to hazardous drinking, alcohol misuse, (Bijttebier et al.,
2009), and life-time diagnoses of substance use disorders (Johnson et al., 2003). Among college
students, high SR increases the risk of heavy drinking (Franken & Muris, 2006; O’Connor &
Colder, 2009; Pardo et al., 2007), alcohol misuse and problems (Hasking et al., 2015; Keough &
O’Connor, 2015; Wardell et al., 2011), and positive alcohol expectancies (Simons et al., 2009;
Zisserson & Palfai, 2007). In short, there is a consistent and solid connection between SR/BAS
and alcohol use throughout the literature.
However, results regarding SP/BIS’s relationship to substance use are mixed. SP is
negatively associated with risky drinking (Studer et al., 2016), drinking frequency (Simons et al.,
2009), and quantity of alcohol use (Franken & Muris, 2005; Jonker et al., 2015; O’Connor &
Colder, 2009; Pardo et al., 2007; Wardell et al., 2011). In this way, SP may be a protective
mechanism for problematic drinking. However, a number of studies report null associations
between SP and several alcohol outcomes such as drinking frequency and quantity (O’Connor et
al., 2009; Keough & O’Connor, 2015), risky drinking (Loxton & Dawe, 2006; 2007), and
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alcohol expectancies (Lopez-Vergara et al., 2012; Zisserson & Palfai, 2007). It is possible that
these null findings are due to a curvilinear relationship with alcohol use and related outcomes
(e.g., only individuals high or low in SP are at risk of greater alcohol use) or perhaps moderators
may affect the influence of BIS on risk behaviors. The latter has been supported in the literature.
Specifically, SR and SP appear to have an interactive effect on substance use. Alcohol
use is highest at low levels of SP and high levels of SR (Genovese & Wallace, 2007; Hahn et al.,
2020; Keough & O’Connor, 2014; 2015; Wardell et al., 2011). This is consistent with the joint
subsystems hypothesis postulating that BIS and BAS jointly influence reward- and punishmentrelated behavior (Corr, 2002). In essence, high reward sensitivity (i.e., high BAS) may override
high BIS sensitivity in favor of approach (e.g., drinking to cope; Wardell et al., 2011) and may
interact with low BIS sensitivity to increase attention on alcohol’s rewarding qualities and
decrease attention to its punishing qualities (e.g., high impulsivity; Quilty & Oakman, 2004;
Torrubia et al., 2001). In conclusion, high levels of SR and low levels of SP seem to
independently increase alcohol consumption. However, conjointly, high levels of SR may
increase alcohol consumption regardless of level of SP.
Finally, BAS and BIS are differentially related to alcohol-related problems. BAS
activation is positively associated with alcohol-related problems (Hasking et al., 2015; Keough &
O’Connor, 2014; Wardell et al., 2011). Additionally, individuals seeking substance use treatment
are typically high in SR (Franken et al., 2006). People high in SR may increase their attention to
immediate reward and may discount temporally distant negative consequences. In other words,
high SR may make people sensitive to the rewarding qualities of alcohol at the cost of
recognition of future potential problems and therefore motivation to moderate use. Research on
BIS activation shows either positive (Wardell et al., 2011) or null (Hasking et al., 2015; Keough
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& O’Connor, 2014) associations with alcohol-related problems. BIS activation is essentially a
monitoring system for conflict and risk (Corr, 2008) and therefore may reflect increased
attentional effort to problems rather than increased risk of experiencing problems. Additionally,
since BIS activation is indicative of the experience of anxiety, BIS sensitivity (or high SP) may
promote drinking to cope with negative affect (Feil & Hasking, 2008; Keough & O’Connor,
2015; Wardell et al., 2011) or self-medication leading to a higher likelihood of experiencing
problems. However, the reason there are mixed findings regarding alcohol-related problems and
SP/BIS are unclear. The current study will hypothesize a direct positive association between SR
and alcohol-related problems but no relationship between SP and alcohol-related problems.
Gender Differences and Outcomes
Several gender differences exist among the outcomes associated in the study. First, there
are important gender discrepancies in alcohol consumption and related problems. Despite men
consuming more alcohol and being more commonly diagnosed with alcohol use disorder (Grant
et al., 2015), women experience more alcohol-related problems when controlling for quantity of
alcohol use (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2004). Second, regarding childhood maltreatment, sexual abuse,
emotional abuse and neglect are more commonly reported by girls than boys (Moody et al.,
2018). Third, women are twice as likely to be diagnosed with PTSD as men (APA, 2013; Norr et
al., 2016). It is possible that this is due to gender-discrepant victimization rates, especially in
respect to interpersonal traumas such as sexual trauma (Sexton et al., 2017). Finally, women tend
to be higher on BAS-Reward Reactivity, lower on BAS-Reward Interest (Corr & Mutinelli,
2017) and higher on FFFS (Corr & Cooper, 2016; Corr & Mutinelli, 2017). Given these
discrepancies, the current study will control for gender in the structural model.
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Current Study
The current study tested a structural model of associations between childhood
maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, sensitivity to reward (SR), sensitivity to punishment (SP), and
two alcohol outcomes, alcohol use and alcohol-related problems. Although independent lines of
research have provided empirical evidence supporting these associations, no models to date have
tested the joint role of these variables in alcohol use and related problems. The theoretical
rational for the study comes from developmental traumatology theory and reinforcement
sensitivity theory.
The developmental traumatology theory indicates that childhood maltreatment is
followed by psychobiological changes that increase the risk of developing problematic alcohol
use (De Bellis, 2002). PTSD symptoms may be representative of these changes, and it is possible
that the association between childhood maltreatment and substance use may be mediated, at least
in part, by PTSD symptoms. Two previous studies have supported this (Rosenkranz et al., 2014;
Epstein et al., 1998), but one study was among individuals seeking substance use treatment and
the other study only accounted for one type of childhood maltreatment (i.e., childhood rape). The
proposed study assessed multiple forms of childhood maltreatment and tested the mediating role
of PTSD symptoms in the association between childhood maltreatment and alcohol use and
problems in a young adult sample. Second, existing models, such as the self-medication model
(Hawn, Bountress, et al., 2020; Khantzian, 1997), have accounted in part for the maintenance of
substance use in individuals with PTSD (Hawn, Cusack, et al., 2020). However, self-medication
does not account for the punishing qualities of alcohol use or more stable personality and
behavioral tendencies, such as SR and SP that might explain some of the dichotomy of approach
and avoidance behavior seen in trauma-related and anxiety disorders. SR and SP have been
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thoroughly researched in connection with alcohol use (Franken & Muris, 2006; Hasking et al.,
2015; O’Connor & Colder, 2009; Simons et al., 2009; Studer et al., 2016; Wardell et al., 2011)
and related problems (Hasking et al., 2015; Keough & O’Connor, 2014; Wardell et al., 2011).
Additionally, some research has begun to find associations between SR/SP and PTSD
(Contractor et al., 2013; Myers et al., 2012; Pickett et al., 2011). However, no study has analyzed
SR and SP as explanatory mechanisms for the relationship between PTSD symptoms and alcohol
use and related problems. The current study applied RST as an explanation for the relationship
between PTSD symptoms and alcohol use and related problems. To our knowledge, this is the
first study to examine the joint role of childhood maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, and SR/SP in
predicting alcohol use and related problems.
Hypothesized relationships in the structural model (see Figure 1):
1. The relationship between childhood maltreatment and alcohol-related problems is
hypothesized to be mediated, at least in part, via three unique pathways:
a. Childhood maltreatment  PTSD symptoms  SP  alcohol use  alcoholrelated problems
b. Childhood maltreatment  PTSD symptoms  SR  alcohol use  alcoholrelated problems
c. Childhood maltreatment  PTSD symptoms  SR  alcohol-related problems
2. The interaction between SR and SP is hypothesized to be significantly associated with
alcohol use such that the association between SR and alcohol use will be stronger at
lower levels of SP.
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Methods
Participants
Participants in this study were young adults aged 18 – 25 years old. Data was initially
collected from 554 participants. Of those participants, 86 reported an age older than 25 years old
(none reported an age below 18) and were subsequently excluded from the analysis.
Additionally, participants responded to two attention checks throughout the survey validated by
previous research (Meade & Craig, 2012). If participants responded to either attention check
incorrectly, they were also excluded from the analysis. This excluded an additional 107
participants. After these exclusions, 361 participants remained in our analysis sample.
The sample was overwhelmingly female (75.07%) and Caucasian (95.29%). Nine
participants reported being Black or African American, one was Native American or Alaskan
Native, three were Asian or Asian American, one endorsed being multiracial, and three endorsed
belonging to “other” racial group.
Power Analysis
Total sample size needed was determined based on two prescribed methods of a priori
power analysis for structural equation modeling. First, one common guideline is to have ten
participants per free parameter in the model (Jackson, 2003; Nunnally, 1967). The structural
equation model for the current study (see Figure 1) has 49 free parameters, hence a sample of at
least 490 participants is required for appropriate power (Kline, 2011). Second, a Monte Carlo
simulation was conducted in Mplus using estimated effect sizes for each hypothesized path based
on previous research (Baker et al., 2020; Cohn et al., 2014; Hahn et al., 2020; Hayashi et al.,
2015; Keane et al., 2014; Picket et al., 2011; Read et al., 2006; Sistad et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,
2015). The simulation was conducted with a sample of 500 with 1000 repetitions. The lowest
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achieved power for any specific parameter estimate with N=500 was 0.93. Therefore, the current
study attempted to recruit 500 participants for adequate power.
Measures
Demographics
Demographic information provided by participants included age, gender, race, ethnicity,
education, student status and grade, income, and marital/relationship status. See Appendix B for
the demographics questionnaire.
Childhood Maltreatment
This was assessed using the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ; Bernstein et al.,
2003). Participants responded on a 5-point scale (1 = Never True, 5 = Very Often True) to
statements about their personal experiences as a child and teenager. This questionnaire assesses
five types of childhood maltreatment with its subscales: physical neglect (e.g., “I didn’t have
enough to eat”), emotional neglect (e.g., “I felt loved” – reverse coded), emotional abuse (e.g.,
“People in my family said hurtful or insulting things to me”), physical abuse (e.g., People in my
family hit me so hard that it left me with bruises or marks”), and sexual abuse (e.g., “Someone
molested me”). Total scores for each subscale were derived by a mean of each participant’s
responses. Internal consistency in the current study was good (physical neglect α = .66;
emotional neglect α = .82; emotional abuse α = .90; physical abuse α = .91; and sexual abuse α =
.93).
PTSD Symptoms
These were assessed using the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 (PCL-5; Weathers et al.,
2013). Participants responded on a 5-point scale (0 = Not at all, 4 = Extremely) to 20 items
directly assessing symptoms of the four symptom clusters of DSM-5 PTSD: intrusion (e.g.,
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“Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?”), avoidance (e.g., “Avoiding
memories, thoughts, or feelings related to the stressful experience?”), negative alterations in
cognitions and mood (e.g., “Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?”), and alteration
in arousal and reactivity (e.g., “Feeling jumpy or easily startled?”; APA, 2013). Individual totals
were calculated via a sum of the items in each symptom cluster. This measure has demonstrated
good internal consistency in previous research (α = .96; Bovin et al., 2016) and in the current
study (α = .96). See Appendix D for the complete PCL-5.
Sensitivity to Reward and Punishment
SR and SP were both assessed via the Sensitivity to Punishment/Sensitivity to Reward
Questionnaire (SPSRQ; Torrubia et al., 2001). Participants respond to 48 yes/no items, 24 for SR
(e.g., “Do you like to take some drugs because of the pleasure you get from them?”) and 24 for
SP (e.g., “Are you often afraid of new or unexpected situations?”). Latent variables for SR and
SP will be created via parceling each subscale into three indicators based on item-test
correlations (Little et al., 2002). Total scores for each parcel will be calculated via a mean of the
item responses. This measure has demonstrated good internal consistency in previous research
(SR α = .83, SP α = .87; Hahn et al., 2020) and in the current study (SR α = .85, SP α = .85). See
Appendix E for the complete SPSRQ.
Alcohol Use
This was be assessed using the Daily Drinking Questionnaire – Revised (DDQ-R;
Dimeff, 1999). This questionnaire consists of a grid of the seven days of the week for
participants to fill in their typical number of drinks consumed, and the typical number of hours
spent consuming alcohol for each day of the week on average over the past 90 days. Total
alcohol use for each participant was calculated by summing the number of standard drinks
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participants reported consuming across the week. One standard drink is defined as 12 oz. of beer,
5 oz. of wine, or 1.5 oz. of liquor. See Appendix F for the complete DDQ-R.
Alcohol-related Problems
These were assessed using the Young Adult Alcohol Consequences Questionnaire
(YAACQ; Read et al., 2006). Participants indicated either “yes” or “no” to a list of 48
consequences of alcohol use they may or may not have experienced in the past 90 days.
Examples of items include “While drinking, I have said or done embarrassing things” and “I’ve
not been able to remember large stretches of time while drinking heavily.” These 48 items come
from eight subscales including social-interpersonal consequences (SOC), impaired control
(CONTR), self-perception (SELF-P), self-care (SELF-C), risk behaviors (RISK),
academic/occupational consequences (AC-OCC), physical dependence (PHYS-DEP), and
blackout drinking (BLKOUT). Total scores were calculated by summing the number of problems
endorsed as “yes” by the participant. This scale has demonstrated good internal consistency at
conception (subscales α ranging from .70 to .91; Read et al., 2006), in previous research (whole
scale α = .95; Welker et al., 2019), and in the current study (whole scale α = .96) . See Appendix
G for the complete YAACQ.
Procedure
The survey for this study was created using Qualtrics. Participants were recruited via the
University of South Dakota’s (USD) SONA system and through Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk). USD’s SONA system is an online survey distribution site where students at USD can
participate in research surveys for course credit. Participants from this system received course
credit only for their participation. Amazon’s MTurk is an online crowdsourcing marketplace
where users can take surveys for compensation. Participants from this system received $1.00
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upon taking the full survey. Fifty-nine of the full sample of 554 were recruited from SONA and
495 participants were recruited via Mturk. Participants from both systems were restricted to users
aged 18 – 25. Because Qualtrics allows for participants to leave the survey and complete it at a
later time, mean time for survey completion was skewed (4,520 seconds, SD = 27,027 seconds)
by a few participants. Median time for completion was 624.5, which is an acceptable amount of
time to complete the survey. Anyone taking the survey in 10% of this amount of time (62.5
seconds) was eliminated from the dataset. However, this did not eliminate any participants that
were not already captured by the attention checks mentioned previously. All surveys were
approved by the university institutional review board (IRB) prior to the start of data collection
and all participants provided informed consent to participate in the study. See Appendix A for
the informed consent form.
Data Handling and Preparation
Preliminary data analysis was conducted in Stata 16 (StataCorp, 2020) to analyze sample
characteristics and determine the ranges, skewness, means, and kurtosis of all variables. All
continuous variables were normally distributed and non-kurtotic. All variables were analyzed for
univariate outliers. Specifically, outliers were defined as data more than 3.29 standard deviations
away from the mean of any individual variable (Tabachnik & Fidell, 2013). Only one variable,
alcohol use, had an outlier that fit this criterion. This individual’s data was examined for validity,
and there was no indication that their responses were invalid. As such, they were kept in the
analysis. Finally, multivariate outliers were examined via scatterplots of study variables (Kline,
2016). All multivariate relationships appeared approximately linear. One individual was
consistently outside of the general data cluster on multivariate scatterplots. This individual’s data
was examined for validity, and they had responded with one answer to most of the survey.
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Excluding this individual from the final model did not have a significant effect on global or local
fit indices of the final model so they were kept in the analysis sample.
Results
Descriptive Statistics and Bivariate Associations
Descriptive statistics and bivariate associations were analyzed using Stata 16 (StataCorp,
2020). Descriptive statistics can be found in Table 1. Bivariate associations between all study
variables can be found in Table 2. Gender was only significantly correlated with two SP
indicators such that women were slightly higher in SP than men. Emotional abuse, sexual abuse,
and physical abuse had strong positive correlations with PTSD symptoms, especially intrusive
symptoms, alterations in cognition and mood, and arousal symptoms. While neglect was also
significantly positively correlated with PTSD symptom categories, their associations were more
modest. Childhood maltreatment subtypes, PTSD symptom categories, SP and SR indicators,
and alcohol use all had moderate positive correlations with alcohol-related problems. SP and SR
were moderately positively correlated with each other. Independent t-tests were conducted to
determine if study variables differed with respect to gender. Only SP significantly differed by
gender with women scoring slightly higher [t (359) = -2.26, p = .024].
Measurement Model
The initial measurement model was tested in Mplus 8.4 (Muthen & Muthen, 2021) using
maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors. This model included the described
five-factor (physical neglect, emotional abuse, emotional neglect, physical abuse, and sexual
abuse) childhood maltreatment latent variable along with the other latent variables in the model.
While this measurement model provided a decent fit for the data [χ2 (df = 220, N = 361) =
631.57, p < .001, SRMR = 0.05], some estimates of model fit were not quite ideal (e.g., RMSEA
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= 0.07, CFI = 0.94). General rules of thumb indicate that RMSEA ≤ 0.06, CFI ≥ 0.95, and
SRMR ≤ 0.08 indicate good model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Local fit indices demonstrated that
the emotional neglect indicator did not significantly load onto the childhood maltreatment latent
variable (b = -0.1, p = .123). All other indicators did significantly load onto their respective
latent factors. Modification indices strongly suggested correlating the emotional neglect and
physical neglect indicators (modification index = 91.27). Considering these two indicators both
assess neglect, they were combined to form one neglect indicator, and the measurement model
was run again with a four-factor (neglect, emotional abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse)
childhood maltreatment latent variable. This notably improved the model fit indices: χ2 (df = 199,
N = 361) = 454.39, p < .001, RMSEA = 0.06, CFI = 0.96, and SRMR = 0.05. Tables 1 – 3, which
report descriptive statistics and bivariate associations, reflect this four-factor structure of the
childhood maltreatment variable. All other factors significantly loaded onto their respective
latent variables. See Table 4 for the full measurement model.
Structural Equation Model
The hypothesized structural model was tested in Mplus 8.4 (Muthen & Muthen, 2021)
using maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors. In order to examine fit
indices, the hypothesized structural model minus the interaction between sensitivity to
punishment and sensitivity to reward was entered first. This partial structural model provided a
slightly poor fit for the data: χ2 (df = 240, N = 361) = 697.23, p < .001, RMSEA = 0.07, CFI =
0.93, SRMR = 0.14. Modification indices were analyzed for changes that would both improve
model fit and that had theoretical rationale. Regression of alcohol problems on childhood
maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, and sensitivity to punishment had modification indices of 99.44,
74.68, and 23.14, respectively. Regression of alcohol problems on childhood maltreatment was
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added first. While this did improve model fit, regression of alcohol problems on sensitivity to
punishment maintained a modification index of 11.86 and was also added to the model.
Collectively, these changes to the model appeared to improve fit indices appropriately: χ2 (df =
238, N = 361) = 556.82, p < .001, RMSEA = 0.06, CFI = 0.95, SRMR = 0.06.
The interaction between sensitivity to punishment and sensitivity to reward was added
into the structural model. Maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors with
random analysis and integration algorithm was used to estimate the paths in the non-recursive
model. These options are required when the model includes an interaction between two latent
variables, though they do not allow for calculation of global model fit indices. Local fit indices
demonstrated that the interaction between sensitivity to punishment and sensitivity to reward was
not a significant predictor of alcohol use. To create a more parsimonious model, the interaction
was excluded from the final model. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the final structural
equation model including standardized path estimates (i.e., direct effects) and variance accounted
for in each latent variable (i.e., R2).
Direct Effects
Childhood maltreatment significantly positively predicted PTSD symptoms. PTSD
symptoms significantly positively predicted both sensitivity to reward and sensitivity to
punishment. Sensitivity to reward significantly positively predicted both alcohol use and alcoholrelated problems. Alcohol use significantly positively predicted alcohol-related problems.
Contrary to the hypotheses, sensitivity to punishment did not significantly predict alcohol use (b
= 0.06, p = .29) but it did significantly predict alcohol related problems. Additionally, counter to
hypotheses, childhood maltreatment significantly positively predicted alcohol-related problems.
Gender as a covariate only significantly predicted sensitivity to punishment (b = -0.11, p = .04).
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See Table 5 for all bias-corrected standardized direct effects in the final model including 95%
Confidence Intervals.
Total and Indirect Effects
The total effect from childhood maltreatment to alcohol-related problems was significant
with three significant indirect paths. The first path goes through PTSD symptoms and sensitivity
to punishment. The second path goes through PTSD symptoms and sensitivity to reward. The
third path goes through PTSD symptoms, sensitivity to reward, and alcohol use. The total effect
from childhood maltreatment to alcohol use was significant with one significant indirect path via
PTSD and sensitivity to reward. The total effect from PTSD to alcohol use was significant with
one significant indirect path via sensitivity to reward. The total effect from PTSD to alcoholrelated problems was significant with three significant indirect paths. The first path goes through
sensitivity to punishment. The second path goes through sensitivity to reward. The third path
goes through sensitivity to reward and alcohol use. Finally, the total effect from sensitivity to
reward to alcohol-related problems was significant with one significant indirect path via alcohol
use. See Table 6 for all indirect and total effects in the structural model.
Discussion
The current study examined a structural model of childhood maltreatment, PTSD
symptoms, sensitivity to reward and punishment, alcohol use and alcohol-related problems.
Rationale for the model was grounded in developmental traumatology theory and reinforcement
sensitivity theory. The final model demonstrated that the relationship between childhood
maltreatment and alcohol-related problems was mediated by three paths. The first two included
1) PTSD symptoms and sensitivity to reward (SR) and 2) PTSD symptoms, SR, and alcohol use.
These paths were consistent with hypotheses. The third path included PTSD symptoms and
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sensitivity to punishment (SP). The original hypothesis included alcohol use as a mediator
between SP and alcohol-related problems. This was not supported by the current study’s data.
Further, the interaction between SR and SP was hypothesized to significantly predict alcohol use.
This was also not supported in the current study.
Before talking about specific paths in the model, it is salient to point out that all variables
in the model accounted to 71% of the variance (i.e., R2 = .71) in alcohol-related problems. This is
a particularly note-worthy outcome. One possible explanation for this finding is especially worth
mentioning. Despite being a general population sample of 18-25-year-olds, this sample endorsed
a high amount of PTSD symptoms. Specifically, this sample’s endorsement of PTSD symptoms
was similar to that of Veteran samples, and the average amount of PTSD symptoms in this
sample was above the diagnostic cut-off score indicative of PTSD (Wortman et al., 2016). It is
possible that such high symptom endorsement makes PTSD a particularly relevant precursor to
alcohol-related problems for this sample leading to the high amount of variance explained. It is
also possible that this finding is spurious or at least an exaggerated artifact of this sample that
may not generalize. While it is not possible to be certain why the study variables explained such
a high amount of the variance, it does indicate the importance of thorough consideration of the
significant paths found in the model. This discussion will start will the full paths from childhood
maltreatment to alcohol outcomes before talking about other relationships in the model.
Path to Alcohol Outcomes via Sensitivity to Punishment
The relationship between childhood maltreatment and alcohol-related problems was
significantly mediated by one pathway involving SP. Specifically, maltreated individuals were
more likely to experience increased PTSD symptoms, and as a result be more sensitive to the
punishing qualities of stimuli (i.e., higher SP). PTSD symptoms include avoidance of events and
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stimuli perceived as dangerous and hypervigilance to threat (APA, 2013). Similarly, people that
are more sensitive to punishing (i.e., threatening, dangerous) qualities of stimuli are more likely
to demonstrate avoidant behavior (Corr, 2016). This is consistent with previous research showing
that PTSD symptoms are associated with increased activation of the behavioral inhibition system
(Pickett et al., 2011) and measures of general behavioral inhibition (Myers et al., 2012). Further,
childhood maltreatment is also positively associated with activation of the Behavioral Inhibition
System (BIS; alternative operationalization of SP; Das et al., 2011; Miu et al., 2017). It appears
that experiences of childhood maltreatment particularly sensitize individuals to punishment
through their effect on PTSD symptoms. All forms of childhood maltreatment could be
perceived as punishing, threatening, and dangerous. For example, physical abuse may be used as
a form of corporal punishment and victims of sexual abuse may become hypervigilant to
situations that put them at risk of being exploited. As such, childhood maltreatment survivors,
particularly those that experience increased PTSD symptoms, are more sensitive to punishment
generally.
The current study demonstrates that this increase in SP seems to relate directly to the
alcohol-related problems individuals report experiencing. Previous research on the BIS shows
either positive (Wardell et al., 2011) or null (Hasking et al., 2015; Keough & O’Connor 2014)
associations with alcohol-related problems. Contrary to hypothesis, SP did not significantly
predict alcohol use in the current study. In other words, childhood maltreatment and PTSD’s
influence on increased SP causes an increase in reported alcohol-related problems that is not
explained by an increase in alcohol use. It is possible that people high in SP 1) experience more
alcohol-related problems than people low in SP due to broader dysregulation, 2) are more prone
to drink at inopportune times (e.g., when already emotionally distressed or otherwise at risk of
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problems), and/or 3) are more apt to report alcohol-related problems than people low in SP due
to their increased sensitivity to threat. The first explanation seems less likely if there is not an
associated increase in drinking. After all, one would expect at least some increase in alcohol use
before an increase in alcohol-related problems would occur unless one were drinking at
inopportune moments per the second explanation. Regarding the third explanation, SP is
significantly associated with negative affect (Erdle & Rushton, 2010; Smillie et al., 2006) and
functions broadly as a monitoring system for conflict and risk (Corr, 2008). Further, the BIS is
not related to positive alcohol expectancies (Wardell et al., 2012) and is significantly positively
associated with negative alcohol expectancies (Hasking et al., 2015). Collectively, these findings
may indicate that individuals high in SP have an attention bias towards expected and experienced
problems which causes them to notice and recall more alcohol-related problems without an
increase in drinking (or even an actual increase in problems experienced). Research that uses
objective measures of alcohol-related problems (i.e., police reports, treatment admissions) or
other-report measures may elucidate whether or not the increase in reported problems in people
high in SP is due to attentional bias or due to actually experiencing more alcohol-related
problems.
Paths to Alcohol Outcomes via Sensitivity to Reward
Two significant indirect paths were found between childhood maltreatment and alcoholrelated problems involving SR. The first path went through PTSD symptoms and SR. The second
path went through PTSD symptoms, SR, and alcohol use. Specifically, maltreated individuals
were more likely to experience increased PTSD symptoms and, as a result, be more sensitive to
the rewarding qualities of stimuli (i.e., higher SR). This increase in SR was associated with
increased experiences of alcohol-related problems partially explained by its influence on
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increased alcohol use. Limited research exists on the relationship between SR and both
childhood maltreatment and PTSD symptoms. The “drive” facet (i.e., reward attainment) of the
Behavioral Activation System (BAS; alternative operationalization of SR) has been positively
associated with PTSD symptoms while the “reward responsiveness” facet of the BAS has been
negatively associated with PTSD symptoms in previous research on college students (Pickett et
al., 2011). Since the current study does not include the same measure of BAS, it is difficult to
compare results with these studies. However, the current study’s findings suggest that, contrary
to previous research, SR is globally positively associated with PTSD symptoms when related to
childhood maltreatment. It is possible that particular aspects of childhood maltreatment may
strengthen the relationship between SR/BAS and PTSD symptoms. Childhood maltreatment is
significantly positively associated with BAS sensitivity (Das et al., 2011; Miu et al., 2017).
Perhaps adults who experienced high amounts of childhood maltreatment are more sensitive to
reward than adults that did not experience high amounts of childhood maltreatment due to their
relative lack of rewarding experiences and high amount of punishing experiences in childhood.
When these chronic childhood maltreatment experiences contribute to PTSD symptoms rather
than random, isolated traumatic events (e.g., car accidents, death in the family, etc.), SR is more
likely to increase as a result.
This relationship between childhood maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, and SR makes
sense given that PTSD as a disorder is characterized by increased dysregulation manifested in
negative affectivity and heightened arousal. PTSD symptoms are associated with both positive
and negative urgency (Jones et al., 2021; Weiss et al., 2015), which are the tendencies to act
rashly in response to positive and negative emotions, respectively. However, increased
experiences of childhood maltreatment attenuate the relationship between PTSD symptoms and
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positive urgency (Price et al., 2017), thus making negative urgency more prominent in
individuals high in PTSD with a maltreatment history. Negative urgency is significantly related
to SR (Hahn et al., 2020). In summary, individuals high in PTSD symptoms with a history of
childhood maltreatment are particularly more likely to react rashly in response to negative
emotions. This may make them more sensitive to experiences that reward them by reducing
those negative emotions. One such experience may be alcohol use.
The current study found that, consistent with previous literature, an increase in SR is
related to an increase in alcohol use (Franken & Murris, 2006; Mijttebier et al., 2009; O’Connor
& Colder, 2009; Pardo et al., 2007) and alcohol-related problems (Hasking et al., 2015; Keough
& O’Connor, 2015; Wardell et al., 2011). This relationship makes sense given that individuals
high in SR expect positive outcomes from alcohol use (Simons et al., 2009; Zisserson & Palfai,
2007) and given that alcohol has numerous rewarding qualities including increased socialization,
mood enhancement, and temporarily decreased mental health symptoms (Kuntsche & Muller,
2011; Labhart et al., 2017). The latter is consistent with the self-medication model which posits
that individuals experiencing mental health symptoms (e.g., PTSD symptoms) learn that drinking
temporarily reduces those symptoms (Gaher et al., 2014; Khantzian, 1997) and thus continue to
drink regularly to cope. The current findings extend this to alcohol-related problems such that
individuals who experience maltreatment-related PTSD symptoms are more sensitive to the
rewarding qualities of stimuli such as alcohol, and, therefore more likely to experience alcoholrelated problems only partially explained by an increase in alcohol use. The direct relationship
between SR and alcohol-related problems not explained by an increase in alcohol use is not well
understood. It may be mediated by skill deficits such as poor ability to refuse drinks particularly
in social situations (Hasking et al., 2015). Additionally, while not explored in this study, high SR
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may interact with high SP to predict alcohol-related problems (Wardell et al., 2011). If this is the
case, then perhaps the threat detection inherent in SP is to blame for the increased reporting of
alcohol-related problems.
Additional Findings
The current study’s model is also consistent with research confirming that PTSD
symptoms mediate the relationship between childhood maltreatment and alcohol outcomes
(Epstein et al., 1998; Rosenkranz et al., 2014). Developmental traumatology theory explains this
mediative relationship by positing that psychobiological changes due to the experiences of
childhood maltreatment are responsible for increased risk of problematic alcohol use. The
presence of these psychobiological changes may be indicated by the presence of increased PTSD
symptoms (De Bellis, 2002) and may be responsible for the change in reinforcement sensitivity
that increases the risk of problematic alcohol use. While beyond the scope of this study, these
psychobiological changes may include reduced hippocampal volume (Cabrera et al., 2020;
Grodin & Momenan, 2017; Woodward et al., 2009) and increased dysregulation of the amygdala
(Elsayed et al., 2018; Kessler et al., 2020; Wiggins et al., 2016). Both of these systems have also
been implicated in reinforcement sensitivity (Barros-Loscertales et al., 2006; Bishop et al., 2004;
Hahn et al., 2010), suggesting that neuropsychological functions may underpin the risk that
childhood maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, and reinforcement sensitivity have on problematic
alcohol use.
It is worth noting that, contrary to hypotheses, an additional path directly from childhood
maltreatment to alcohol-related problems improved model fit. This suggests that all of the
mediative variables in the model (PTSD symptoms, SR and SP, and alcohol use) did not fully
account for the relationship between childhood maltreatment and alcohol-related problems.
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While counter to hypotheses, it is not wholly unexpected considering the current study focused
on childhood maltreatment’s relationship with one psychiatric disorder (PTSD) and one aspect of
behavior (learning accounted for by reinforcement sensitivity). Childhood maltreatment has been
connected to other psychiatric disorders, such as depressive disorders (Younes et al., 2021),
anxiety disorders (Choi & Sikkema, 2016; Quenneville et al., 2020), obsessive compulsive
disorder (Boger et al., 2020), and personality disorders (Tang et al., 2016). Additionally other
aspects of behavior such as attention (Suri et al., 2018), social environment (Reid & Carey,
2018), and other personality variables (Bailey et al., 2018; Gustavson et al., 2017; Jones et al.,
2020) are likely to influence problematic alcohol use and may mediate its relationship with
childhood maltreatment.
This study adds to existing literature on the relationship between PTSD symptoms and
alcohol outcomes by validating reinforcement sensitivity theory as a novel explanatory
mechanism for this relationship. Prominent models such as the self-medication (Khantzian,
1997) and mutual maintenance models (Tripp et al., 2020; McFarlane et al., 2009; Possemato et
al., 2015) do not focus on more stable personality traits such as reinforcement sensitivity. The
current study demonstrates that more stable patterns of responding to stimuli may account for
some of PTSD’s influence on alcohol outcomes. Specifically, experiencing PTSD symptoms
seems to sensitize individuals to both the punishing and rewarding aspects of stimuli, thus
increasing their risk of problematic alcohol use. It is worth noting that previous models like the
self-medication and mutual maintenance models do also focus on the rewarding and punishing
qualities of alcohol use. The current study validates the importance of these qualities in
explaining the relationship between alcohol use and PTSD symptoms. Consistent with these
previous models, people who experience more PTSD symptoms may be drinking more because
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they are sensitive to the rewarding qualities of alcohol. However, sensitivity to the punishing
qualities of alcohol use do not affect drinking quantity in those who experience more PTSD
symptoms. However, beyond these previous models, the current study demonstrates that the
experience of increased drinking and increased alcohol-related problems are differentially related
to SP and SR. Both SR and SP seem to affect perception of alcohol-related problems while only
SR affects alcohol use in individuals high in PTSD symptoms. This indicates that models
explaining the relationship between PTSD and alcohol use potentially do not explain the
relationship between PTSD and alcohol-related problems.
Further, the current study’s findings contribute to the literature applying reinforcement
sensitivity theory to alcohol use. The aforementioned null association between SP and alcohol
use in the current study is inconsistent (Jonker et al., 2015; Simons et al., 2009; Studer et al.,
2016) with some prior studies and consistent (Keough & O’Connor, 2015; O’Connor et al.,
2009) with others. It is worth noting that gender as a covariate only significantly predicted SP.
Specifically, women were higher than men in SP. Previous research has found both no gender
differences on SP (Ding et al., 2017; Li et al., 2007) and found women to be higher on SP
(Dhingra et al., 2021; Simons et al., 2008). It is possible that gender and SP interact to predict
alcohol use which may explain the varying associations between SP and alcohol use found in the
literature. Additionally, contrary to hypothesis, the interaction between SR and SP was not
significantly associated with alcohol use. These findings complicate the mixed literature on SR
and SP’s effect on alcohol use. Previous studies have found that the relationship between SP and
substance use outcomes is strengthened (O’Connor & Colder, 2009; Wardell et al., 2011) and
weakened (Simons & Arens, 2007’ Simons et al., 2008) at high levels of SR. Given SP’s (Erdle
& Rushton, 2010; Smillie et al., 2006) and SR’s (O’Connor et al., 2004) association with affect,
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it is possible that experiences of affect or individual tendencies to respond to affect (i.e., positive
and negative urgency) are critical mediators in the relationship between SR/SP and alcohol use.
Positive urgency has mediated the relationship between the interaction of SR/SP and alcohol use
in previous research (Hahn et al., 2020). The hypothesized temporal relationships in this study
may have affected this finding as well. PTSD, a diagnosis including experiences of negative
affect, was hypothesized to precede changes in SR and SP. This hypothesis was made due to the
assumption that psychobiological changes indicated by PTSD would affect one’s reinforcement
sensitivity. It is possible that aspects of PTSD such as changes in affect mediate the relationship
between the SR/SP interaction and alcohol use. Longitudinal and ecological momentary
assessment studies of SR/SP, affect, PTSD symptoms, and alcohol use could help clarify their
relationship.
Strengths and Limitations
The current study has two notable theoretical strengths. First, it adds to the limited
research applying RST to PTSD and is the first study to research RST as an explanatory
mechanism for the association between PTSD and alcohol use. RST is consistent with prior
models (e.g., self-reinforcement model, mutual maintenance models) in that they all are based in
learning theory. However, RST accounts for more longstanding personality tendencies of
approach and avoidance behavior not accounted for in other models of PTSD and alcohol use.
Consistent with prior models, the current findings confirm that sensitivity to the rewarding
qualities of alcohol use (e.g., reduction in symptoms) do mediate the relationship between PTSD
and both alcohol use and alcohol-related problems. However, sensitivity to punishment only
mediates the relationship between PTSD and alcohol-related problems, indicating that models
should account for punishing qualities of stimuli and longstanding personality tendencies in
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order to fully capture the risk of negative outcomes. Second, the current study validates the
necessity of controlling for experiences of childhood maltreatment in the relationship between
PTSD, reinforcement sensitivity, and alcohol outcomes especially in young adults.
Developmental traumatology theory suggests that experiences of childhood maltreatment are
particularly contributory to psychobiological changes (indicated by the presence of PTSD) that
are responsible for the risk of later-in-life problematic substance use (De Bellis, 2002). The
current findings are consistent with this theory and further suggest that these psychobiological
changes may increase the risk of problematic substance use by altering reinforcement sensitivity.
The current study also contains some statistical strengths. The use of structural equation
modeling (SEM) allows for the examination of relationships between variables while accounting
for the effects of all variables present in the model. Additionally, through its use of latent
variables, SEM allows for the separation of error variance from the constructs themselves (e.g.,
childhood maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, etc.). This results in more pure measurements of the
constructs and their associations with each other.
The current study also has a number of methodological and theoretical limitations. For
example, the cross-sectional nature of the data cannot be used to infer causality and cannot make
conclusions about the temporality of study variables. Additionally, this data was collected via
self-report with childhood maltreatment experiences being recalled retrospectively. This is a
particularly important limitation given the poor agreement between retrospective and prospective
measures of childhood maltreatment (Baldwin et al., 2019). This study was also conducted on
young adults. Other ages may experience different relationships between the study variables
especially given the change in proximity to adverse childhood experiences. Theoretically, several
relevant constructs were not assessed that may inform model results including clarification of
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temporal relationships. For example, alcohol use has an effect on the prefrontal cortex which is
implicated in executive functioning (Abernathy et al., 2010). As such, alcohol use would impair
one’s ability to inhibit behavior causing it to have unique associations with sensitivity to reward
and punishment on a moment-to-moment basis partially mediated by its effect on executive
functioning.
Clinical Implications
The current study has a number of clinical implications. First, it emphasizes the
importance of prevention, early detection, and intervention with childhood maltreatment. These
findings implicate childhood maltreatment as a prominent precursor to the development of PTSD
symptoms and problematic alcohol use. This highlights the importance of reducing experiences
of childhood maltreatment as much as possible in order to offset later-in-life negative outcomes
including the public cost of risky alcohol use. There are many ways in which this may be
accomplished. For example, early warning signs can be researched further to help identify
children who are at risk of or currently experiencing childhood maltreatment. Additionally,
temporal precursors and correlates to childhood maltreatment should receive greater attention
from researchers and policy makers alike to help prevent this problem.
Second, these findings speak to the effect that interventions targeting PTSD symptoms
would likely have on reducing problematic alcohol use and provides an explanatory mechanism
for why this may occur. Previous research has shown that as PTSD symptoms are reduced
problematic alcohol use also reduces (Mahoney et al., 2020). These findings specify that changes
in reinforcement sensitivity may provide one explanation for this. Adolescents and young adults
may particularly benefit from attention to their reinforcement sensitivity since SR tends to
increase in this population over time (Colder et al., 2013) placing them at enhanced risk for
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problematic alcohol use. Mindfulness training may provide one useful intervention as significant
negative associations have been found between mindfulness and both BAS and BIS (Dolatyar &
Walker, 2020; Karl et al., 2021). Research on the effects that psychotherapeutic interventions
have on reinforcement sensitivity is needed to confirm that it is a mechanism of change for
reduction of problematic alcohol use.
Third, this study further contributes to the evidence of developmental traumatology
theory, which theorizes a possible neurobiological underpinning to maltreatment-related
problematic alcohol use. Further exploration of these possible neurobiological underpinnings
may help inform psychotherapeutic and medical interventions to reduce negative outcomes of
childhood maltreatment. For example, studies on brain region or neurotransmitter activity might
inform appropriate medication prescription or other novel medical interventions in this
population. Additionally, skills training in psychotherapy can be targeted towards the
neurobiological profiles of this population according to this pending research. Such precise
endeavors may improve the outcome of our interventions and thus reduce the negative effects
that PTSD and problematic alcohol use have on the individual and society.
Summary
In summary, this study examined a structural model of the relationships between
childhood maltreatment, PTSD symptoms, reinforcement sensitivity, alcohol use, and alcoholrelated problems using theoretical rational from reinforcement sensitivity theory and
developmental traumatology theory. Results demonstrated that the relationship between
childhood maltreatment and alcohol outcomes is significantly mediated by PTSD symptoms and
reinforcement sensitivity. Specifically, childhood maltreatment increased the likelihood of
experiencing PTSD symptoms which, in turn, increased SR and SP. SR significantly predicted
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higher alcohol use and related problems while SP only significantly predicted increased alcoholrelated problems, not use. The current study did not find an interactive effect between SR and SP
in the prediction of increased alcohol use. Previous studies have conflicting findings on this
matter (O’Connor & Colder, 2009; Simons & Arens, 2007; Simons et al., 2008; Wardell et al.,
2011), and the current one does not increase consensus in any direction. This study primarily
helps further the field’s understanding on the relationship between childhood maltreatment,
traumatic stress reactions, and problematic alcohol use.
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APPENDICES
Note: Measures were formatted for online completion.
APPENDIX A
INFORMED CONSENT
The University of South Dakota
TITLE: Individual Experiences and Behavior
FACULTY DIRECTOR: Raluca Simons, Ph.D.
Phone #: (605) 658-3700
Department: Psychology
Student Investigator: Logan Welker, M.A.
What is the purpose of this form?
The purpose of this form is to explain the study you are being invited to participate in, and to
explain your rights as a research participant. Your participation in this research is completely
voluntary. We are inviting you to participate in this research because you are between 18 and 25
years old.
What is the purpose of this research and what does it entail?
The purpose of this research is to learn more about the connection between individual
experiences and behavioral tendencies. The research entails the voluntary completion of an
online questionnaire.
What are the procedures to be followed?
Participation in this study involves completing an estimated 30-minute survey which includes
demographic questions and questions about emotion, childhood experiences, current functioning,
behavioral tendencies, and alcohol use. Some questions address sensitive topics such as abuse,
illegal activities, and sexual misconduct. Because of the sensitive nature of the survey questions,
please make sure that you complete the survey in a private location so that no one will have
access to your responses. If you do not wish to participate, do no submit this consent form.
Duration:
The survey will take approximately 30 minutes to complete.
Statement of Confidentiality:
All responses to this survey will be confidential. No personal identifiers such as name or date of
birth will be collected. Any identifying information used for administrative/crediting purposes
will be coded and will not be connected to your responses and will be deleted upon your
completion of the study or your request for withdrawal from the study. All data will be stored
solely on password-protected accounts and computers which only project researchers will have
access to. Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be
connected to you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only as required by law.
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Because this survey can be completed from any computer, we cannot guarantee the security of
the computer on which you choose to complete the survey. As a participant, we want you to be
aware of certain “key logging” software programs that exist and that can be used to track or
capture data that you enter and/or websites that you may visit.
Risks:
There may be some risk from being in this study. You may experience frustration that is often
experienced when completing surveys. Participation in this research also presents a slight risk of
psychological harm. Some of the questions asked pertain to potentially sensitive and traumatic
memories. Therefore, it is possible that answering certain questions may cause discomfort. If you
become upset, you may stop at any time or choose note to answer a question. In the event that
you need to talk to a professional about any concerns you might have, you can obtain help at the
Student Counseling Center ((605) 658-3580) or the Psychological Services Center ((605) 6583720) if you are a USD student. Those recruited on MTurk are encouraged to contact local
mental health providers or counselors if such help is needed or you may contact the National
Suicide Prevention Hotline at 1 (800) 273-8255.
Benefits:
You may not personally benefit from participating in this research project. However, your
participation will help us to better understand the relationship between individual experiences
and behavioral tendencies which may improve clinical practices. Remember, your participation
is this study is completely voluntary. If you decide not to be in this study, or if you stop
participating at any time, you will not be penalized or lose any benefits for which you are
otherwise entitled.
Right to Ask Questions:
The researchers conducting this study are Raluca Simons, Ph.D., and Logan Welker, M.A. You
may ask questions you have at any point in time. If you later have questions, concerns, or
complaints about this study please contact Raluca Simons, Ph.D. at (605) 658-3700 during the
day. You may also correspond with the student investigator (Logan.Welker@coyotes.usd.edu)
with regard to any questions in conjunction with this study.
If you have questions regarding your rights as a research subject, you may contact The
University of South Dakota – Office of Human Subjects Protection at (605) 658-3767. You may
also call this number with any problems, complaints, or concerns about the research. You may
also call this number if you are unable to reach the research staff or if you wish to talk with an
informed individual who is independent of the research team.
General information about being a research subject can be found at the website of the Office of
Human Subjects Protection “Information for Research Participants” page. The link is:
http://www.usd.edu/research/research-and-sponsored-programs/research-participantinformation.cfm
Compensation:
Participants in classes at the University of South Dakota that require or utilize SONA for class
credits will receive SONA credits as previously described (i.e., 3-4 credits upon completion or
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withdrawal of the survey). USD students are able to withdraw at any time without losing the
course points assigned by your instructor. If you are a USD student and choose not to participate
at all, please contact your instructor to find alternate methods to earn course points. Participants
recruited through MTurk will receive $1.00 upon completion of the survey provided that they
correctly answer two questions in the survey that are designed as attention checks to ensure
quality of data. MTurk participants will be required to copy the randomized ID at the end of the
survey into MTurk after completion of the survey so that researchers can ensure only MTurk
participants that pass the attention checks are compensated. This is to ensure quality of data
gathered from MTurk.
Voluntary Participation:
You are not required to participate in this research. You can stop your participation at any time.
You may refuse to participate or choose to discontinue your participation at any time without
losing any benefits you are otherwise entitled to. You do not have to answer any questions you
do not want to answer.
You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to participate in this research study. Completion
and return of this survey implies that you have read the information in this form and consent to
participate in the research.
Please retain this form for your records or future reference.
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APPENDIX B
Demographic Information
Question 1:
What is your age? (please enter only in numbers)
- Box to enter age in
Questions 2:
What is your gender?
Male
Female
Question 3:
Please choose one racial group that best describes you.
White or Caucasian
Black or African American
Native American or Alaskan Native
Asian or Asian American
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
Multiracial
Do not wish to respond
Other (please specify)
Question 4:
Are you Hispanic or Latino/a?
Yes
No
Question 4:
What is the highest amount of education you have received?
Some high school
GED
High school graduate
Some college
Associate’s degree/vocational or technical school graduate
Bachelor’s degree
Some post-secondary education (i.e., graduate school)
Graduate school graduate
Question 5:
If you are currently a college student, what is your year?
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
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Senior
5th Year Senior or Higher
Graduate Student
Not a student
Question 6:
Please estimate your past year’s income:
Below $15,000
$15,000 - $24,999
$25,000 – $34,999
$35,000 – $44,999
$45,000 - $54,999
$55,000 – $74,999
$75,000 - $99,999
$100,000 or more
Question 7:
Please select a response that best indicates your marital status.
Never married
Currently Married
Currently Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Question 8:
If you are not married, please select the response that best describes your relationship status.
Not in a relationship
In a casual relationship (I date other people as well)
In a serious relationship (I do not date other people)
I’m married
Question 9:
How long have you been in a relationship with your current partner?
Less than three months (90 days)
Three months (90 days) or longer
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APPENDIX C
Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ)
These questions ask about some of your experiences growing up as a child and a teenager. For
each question, indicate the number that best describes how you feel. Although some of these
questions are of a personal nature, please try to answer as honestly as you can. Your answers will
be kept confidential.
If you become significantly distressed while answering this questionnaire you may contact the
National Suicide Prevention Hotline at 1 (800) 273-8255.
0 = Never True
1 = Rarely True
2 = Sometimes True
3 = Often True
4 = Very Often True
When I was growing up. . .
1. I didn’t have enough to eat
2. I knew that there was someone to take care of me and protect me
3. People in my family called me things like “stupid,” “lazy,” or “ugly”
4. My parents were too drunk or high to take care of the family
5. There was someone in my family who helped me feel that I was
important or special
6. I had to wear dirty clothes
7. I felt loved
8. I thought that my parents wished I had never been born
9. I got hit so hard by someone in my family that I had to see a doctor or
go to the hospital
10. There was nothing I wanted to change about my family
11. People in my family hit me so hard that it left me with bruises or
marks
12. I was punished with a belt, a board, a cord, or some other hard
object
13. People in my family looked out for each other
14. People in my family said hurtful or insulting things to me
15. I believe that I was physically abused
16. I had the perfect childhood
17. I got hit or beaten so badly that it was noticed by someone like a
teacher, neighbor, or doctor
18. I felt that someone in my family hated me
19. People in my family felt close to each other
20. Someone tried to touch me in a sexual way, or tried to make me
touch them
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0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
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4
4
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4
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0
0
0
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1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

21. Someone threated to hurt me or tell lies about me unless I did
something sexual for them
22. I had the best family in the world
23. Someone tried to make me do sexual things or watch sexual things
24. Someone molested me
25. I believe that I was emotionally abused
26. There was someone to take me to the doctor if I needed it
27. I believe that I was sexually abused
28. My family was a source of strength and support
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APPENDIX D
PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 (PCL-5)
Below is a list of problems that people sometimes have in response to a very stressful
experience. Please read each problem carefully and then select one of the numbers to the right to
indicate how much you have been bothered by that problem in the past month.
0 = Not at all
1 = A little bit
2 = Moderately
3 = Quite a bit
4 = Extremely
The stressful even that currently is most troubling for you may have happened at any time in
your life. The past even that currently is most troubling for you was: [box for response]
This event happened when you were age [box for response].
1. Repeated, disturbing, and unwanted memories of the stressful
experience?
2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of the stressful experience?
3. Suddenly feeling or acting as if the stressful experience were actually
happening again (as if you were actually back there reliving it)?
4. Feeling very upset when something reminded you of the stressful
experience?
5. Having strong physical reactions when something reminded you of
the stressful experience (for example, heart pounding, trouble
breathing, sweating)?
6. Avoiding memories, thoughts, or feelings related to the stressful
experience?
7. Avoiding external reminders of the stressful experience (for example,
people, places, conversations, activities, objects, or situations)?
8. Trouble remembering important parts of the stressful experience?
9. Having strong negative beliefs about yourself, other people, or the
world (for example, having thoughts such as: I am bad, there is
something seriously wrong with me, no one can be trusted, the world is
completely dangerous)?
10. Blaming yourself or someone else for the stressful experience or
what happened after it?
11. Having strong negative feelings such as fear, horror, anger, guilt, or
shame?
12. Loss of interest in activities that you used to enjoy?
13. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?
14. Trouble experiencing positive feelings (for example, being unable to
feel happiness or have loving feelings for people close to you)?
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0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

15. Irritable behavior, angry outbursts, or acting aggressively?
16. Taking too many risks or doing things that could cause you harm?
17. Being “superalert” or watchful or on guard?
18. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?
19. Having difficulty concentrating?
20. Trouble falling or staying asleep?
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APPENDIX E
Sensitivity to Punishment/Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire (SPSRQ)
Please answer either “yes” or “no” to the following questions.
1. Do you often refrain from doing something because you are afraid of it
being illegal?
2. Does the good prospect of obtaining money motivate you strongly to do
some things?
3. Do you prefer not to ask for something when you are not sure you will
obtain it?
4. Are you frequently encouraged to act by the possibility of being valued in
your work, in your studies, with your friends or with your family?
5. Are you often afraid of new or unexpected situations?
6. Do you often meet people that you find physically attractive?
7. Is it difficult for you to telephone someone you do not know?
8. Do you like to take some drugs because of the pleasure you get from them?
9. Do you often renounce your rights when you know you can avoid a quarrel
with a person or an organization?
10. Do you often do things to be praised?
11. As a child were you troubled by punishments at home or in school?
12. Do you like being the center of attention at a party or a social meeting?
13. In tasks that you are not prepared for, do you attach great importance to
the possibility of failure?
14. Do you spend a lot of your time on obtaining a good image?
15. Are you easily discouraged in difficult situations?
16. Do you need people to show their affection for you all the time?
17. Are you a shy person?
18. When you are in a group, do you try to make your opinions the most
intelligent or the funniest?
19. Whenever possible, do you avoid demonstrating your skills for fear of
being embarrassed?
20. Do you often take the opportunity to pick up people you find attractive?
21. When you are with a group, do you have difficulties selecting a good topic
to talk about?
22. As a child, did you do a lot of things to get people’s approval?
23. Is it often difficult for you to fall asleep when you think about things you
have done or must do?
24. Does the possibility of social advancement, move you to action, even if this
involves not playing fair?
25. Do you think a lot before complaining in a restaurant if your meal is not
well prepared?
26. Do you generally give preference to those activities that imply an
immediate gain?
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27. Would you be bothered if you had to return to a store when you noticed
you were given the wrong change?
28. Do you often have trouble resisting the temptation of doing forbidden
things?
29. Whenever you can, do you avoid going to unknown places?
30. Do you like to compete and do everything you can to win?
31. Are you often worried by things that you said or did?
32. Is it easy for you to associate tastes and smells to very pleasant events?
33. Would it be difficult for you to ask your boss for a raise (salary increase)?
34. Are there a large number of objects or sensations that remind you of
pleasant events?
35. Do you generally try to avoid speaking in public?
36. When you start to play with a slot machine, is it often difficult for you to
stop?
37. Do you, on a regular basis, think that you could do more things if it was
not for your insecurity or fear?
38. Do you sometimes do things for quick gains?
39. Comparing yourself to people you know, are you afraid of many things?
40. Does your attention easily stray from your work in the presence of an
attractive stranger?
41. Do you often find yourself worrying about things to the extent that
performance in intellectual abilities is impaired?
42. Are you interested in money to the point of being able to do risky jobs?
43. Do you often refrain from doing something you like in order not to be
rejected or disapproved of by others?
44. Do you like to put competitive ingredients in all of your activities?
45. Generally, do you pay more attention to threats than to pleasant events?
46. Would you like to be a socially powerful person?
47. Do you often refrain from doing something because of your fear of being
embarrassed?
48. Do you like displaying your physical abilities even though this may involve
danger?
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APPENDIX F
Daily Drinking Questionnaire – Revised (DDQ-R)
For each day of the week, fill in both the number of drinks consumed (a standard drink is defined
as 12 oz. of beer or wine cooler, 5 oz. of wine, or 1.5 oz. of hard alcohol – if you had a “double”
in a mixed drink, count it as 2) and the number of hours you typically drink. Please be sure to fill
out the information regarding your height and weight.
For the past 90 days, fill in a number for each day of the week indicating the typical number of
drinks you usually consume on that day, and the typical number of hours you usually drink on
that day.
# of
Drinks
# of
Hours

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Please enter your height (in inches):
Please enter your weight (in pounds):
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Friday

Saturday

Sunday

APPENDIX G
Young Adult Alcohol Consequences Questionnaire (YAACQ)
The following is a list of things that sometimes happen to people either during or after they have
been drinking alcohol. Select either YES or NO to indicate whether that item describes
something that has happened to you IN THE LAST 90 DAYS.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

While drinking, I have said or done embarrassing things.
The quality of my work or schoolwork has suffered because of my drinking.
I have felt badly about myself because of my drinking.
I have driven a car when I knew I had too much to drink to drive safely.
I have had a hangover (headache, sick stomach) the morning after I had been
drinking.
I have passed out from drinking.
I have taken foolish risks when I have been drinking.
I have felt very sick to my stomach or thrown up after drinking.
I have gotten into trouble at work or school because of drinking.
I often drank more than I originally had planned.
My drinking has created problems between myself and my
boyfriend/girlfriend/spouse, parents, or other near relatives.
I have been unhappy because of my drinking.
I have gotten into physical fights because of drinking.
I have spent too much time drinking.
I have not gone to work or have missed classes at school because of
drinking, a hangover, or other illness caused by drinking.
I have felt like I need a drink after I’d gotten up (that is, before breakfast).
I have become very rude, obnoxious, or insulting after drinking.
I have felt guilty about my drinking.
I have damaged property or done something disruptive such as setting off a
false fire alarm, or other things like that after I had been drinking.
Because of my drinking, I have not eaten properly.
I have been less physically active because of drinking.
I have had “the shakes” after stopping or cutting down on drinking (e.g.,
handshake so that coffee cup rattles in the saucer or have trouble lighting a
cigarette).
My boyfriend/girlfriend/spouse/ parents have complained to me about my
drinking.
I have woken up in an unexpected place after heavy drinking.
I have found that I need larger amounts of alcohol to feel any effect, or that I
could no longer get high or drunk on the amount that used to get me high or
drunk.
As a result of drinking, I neglected to protest myself or my partner from a
sexually transmitted disease (STD) or an unwanted pregnancy.
I have neglected my obligations to family, work, or school because of
drinking.
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28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

I often have ended up drinking on nights when I had planned not to drink.
When drinking, I have done impulsive things that I regretted later.
I often have found it difficult to limit how much I drink.
My drinking gotten me into sexual situations I later regretted.
I’ve not been able to remember large stretches of time while drinking
heavily.
While drinking, I have said harsh or cruel things to someone.
Because of my drinking I have not slept properly.
My physical appearance has been harmed by my drinking.
I have said things while drinking that I later regretted.
I have awakened the day after drinking and found that I could not remember
a part of the evening before.
I have been overweight because of my drinking.
I haven’t been as sharp mentally because of my drinking.
I have received a lower grade on an exam or paper than I ordinarily could
have because of my drinking.
I have tried to quit drinking because I thought I was drinking too much.
I have felt anxious, agitated, or restless after stopping or cutting down on
drinking.
I have not had as much time to pursue activities or recreation because of
drinking.
I have injured someone else while drinking or intoxicated.
I often have thought about needing to cut down or stop drinking.
I have had less energy or felt tired because of my drinking.
I have had a blackout after drinking heavily (i.e. could not remember hours
at a time).
Drinking has made me feel depressed or sad.
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Figure 1. Proposed structural equation model of the relation between childhood maltreatment and
alcohol-related outcomes. Gender (not pictured for clarity) is a control variable.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics.
Variable
Mean
SD
Range
Skew Kurtosis
Gender
Women = 271, Men = 90
CM – Emotional Abuse
2.96
1.09
1–5
-0.45
2.07
CM – Neglect
2.54
0.66
1 – 4.3
-0.73
3.50
CM – Physical Abuse
2.80
1.16
1–5
-0.33
1.76
CM – Sexual Abuse
2.83
1.23
1–5
-0.37
1.73
PTSD – Intrusive
10.55
4.79
0 – 20
-0.59
2.63
PTSD – Avoidance
4.53
1.97
0–8
-0.46
2.77
PTSD – Cognitive/Mood
14.70
6.62
0 – 28
-0.60
2.56
PTSD – Arousal
12.37
5.72
0 – 24
-0.54
2.52
Sensitivity to Punishment 1
0.61
0.26
0–1
-0.53
2.72
Sensitivity to Punishment 2
0.58
0.28
0–1
-0.36
2.25
Sensitivity to Punishment 3
0.61
0.28
0–1
-0.37
2.35
Sensitivity to Reward 1
0.55
0.27
0–1
-0.09
2.28
Sensitivity to Reward 2
0.60
0.27
0–1
-0.43
2.56
Sensitivity to Reward 3
0.60
0.27
0–1
-0.36
2.50
Alcohol Use
27.84 32.40
0 – 140
1.41
3.64
AP – Social/Interpersonal
3.13
2.02
0–6
-0.25
1.82
AP – Impaired Control
2.81
2.03
0–6
-0.01
1.77
AP – Self-Perception
1.97
1.45
0–4
-0.04
1.67
AP – Self-Care
3.69
2.62
0–8
-0.04
1.78
AP – Risky Behaviors
3.73
2.63
0–8
-0.03
1.80
AP – Academic/Occupational
2.34
1.81
0–5
-0.02
1.60
AP – Physical Dependence
1.86
1.54
0–4
0.08
1.51
AP – Blackout Drinking
3.49
2.31
0–7
-0.10
1.90
SD = Standard Deviation, CM = Childhood Maltreatment, PTSD =
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Symptoms, AP = Alcohol-related Problems
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Table 2. Correlation Matrix of All Study Variables.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
1. Gender
1.00
2. CM–EA
.01
1.00
3. CM–NG
-.14† .38‡ 1.00
4. CM–PA
-.02 .80‡ .36‡ 1.00
5. CM–SA
-.03 .78‡ .34‡ .87‡ 1.00
6. PTSD–IN
-.04 .70‡ .30‡ .70‡ .74‡ 1.00
7. PTSD–AV -.08 .50‡ .10* .44‡ .46‡ .67‡ 1.00
8. PTSD–CM -.03 .74‡ .29‡ .70‡ .70‡ .85‡ .67‡ 1.00
9. PTSD–AR
-.04 .76‡ .30‡ .73‡ .74‡ .86‡ .66‡ .89‡ 1.00
10. SP 1
-.04 .24‡ .11* .20‡ .22‡ .30‡ .21‡ .31‡ .26‡ 1.00
11. SP 2
-.15† .26‡ .15† .16† .21‡ .27‡ .21‡ .28‡ .27‡ .70‡ 1.00
12. SP 3
-.12* .26‡
.05
.16† .19‡ .26‡ .20‡ .27‡ .26‡ .68‡ .70‡
13. SR 1
-.05 .17† .16† .25‡ .24‡ .27‡ .18‡ .24‡ .25‡ .42‡ .44‡
14. SR 2
.00
.05
-.08 .15† .13* .16† .11* .15† .16† .36‡ .29‡
15. SR 3
-.10 -.00
.01
.13* .12* .16† .12* .13* .11* .42‡ .36‡
16. AU
-.02 .26‡ .19‡ .35‡ .36‡ .27‡ .14† .23‡ .25‡ .17‡ .10
17. AP–SI
-.07 .46‡ .38‡ .57‡ .56‡ .50‡ .28‡ .49‡ .50‡ .42‡ .40‡
18. AP–IC
-.06 .36‡ .32‡ .50‡ .45‡ .44‡ .22‡ .42‡ .41‡ .37‡ .34‡
19. AP–SP
-.05 .34‡ .28‡ .42‡ .41‡ .41‡ .24‡ .40‡ .39‡ .36‡ .34‡
20. AP–SC
-.05 .40‡ .35‡ .51‡ .48‡ .47‡ .30‡ .46‡ .45‡ .44‡ .41‡
21. AP–RB
-.02 .42‡ .36‡ .53‡ .53‡ .46‡ .21‡ .43‡ .43‡ .46‡ .42‡
22. AP–AO
-.04 .45‡ .36‡ .55‡ .54‡ .48‡ .26‡ .47‡ .48‡ .41‡ .40‡
23. AP–PD
-.06 .41‡ .42‡ .55‡ .51‡ .46‡ .20‡ .42‡ .43‡ .41‡ .36‡
24. AP–BD
-.00 .32‡ .22‡ .43‡ .41‡ .41‡ .26‡ .39‡ .39‡ .39‡ .40‡
Female = 0, Male = 1; N = 361 for all correlations; *p < .05, †p < .01, ‡p < .001; CM =
Childhood Maltreatment, EA = Emotional Abuse, NG = Neglect, PA = Physical Abuse, SA =
Sexual Abuse, PTSD = Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Symptoms, IN = Intrusive, AV =
Avoidance, CM = Alterations in Cognition/Mood, AR = Arousal, SP = Sensitivity to
Punishment, SR = Sensitivity to Reward, AU = Alcohol Use, AP = Alcohol-related Problems,
SI = Social/Interpersonal, IC = Impaired Control, SP = Self-Perception; SC = Self-Care, RB =
Risky Behaviors, AO = Academic/Occupational, PD = Physical Dependence, BD = Blackout
Drinking
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Table 2. Correlation Matrix of All Study Variables. (continued)
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
12. SP 3
1.00
13. SR 1
.37‡
1.00
14. SR 2
.29‡
.66‡
1.00
15. SR 3
.37‡
.37‡
.67‡
1.00
16. AU
.10*
.21‡
.10
.22‡
1.00
17. AP–SI
.39‡
.53‡
.41‡
.42‡
.34‡
1.00
18. AP–IC
.32‡
.58‡
.45‡
.48‡
.32‡
.72‡
1.00
19. AP–SP
.32‡
.43‡
.39‡
.39‡
.27‡
.63‡
.66‡
1.00
20. AP–SC
.40‡
.54‡
.41‡
.43‡
.32‡
.75‡
.75‡
.67‡
1.00
21. AP–RB .39‡
.56‡
.43‡
.44‡
.33‡
.82‡
.75‡
.60‡
.77‡
22. AP–AO .41‡
.56‡
.41‡
.43‡
.37‡
.77‡
.68‡
.63‡
.75‡
23. AP–PD
.33‡
.52‡
.40‡
.42‡
.36‡
.72‡
.74‡
.57‡
.73‡
24. AP–BD .37‡
.54‡
.45‡
.46‡
.25‡
.71‡
.73‡
.66‡
.74‡
N = 361 for all correlations; *p < .05, †p < .01, ‡p < .001; SP = Sensitivity to Punishment, SR
= Sensitivity to Reward, AU = Alcohol Use, AP = Alcohol-related Problems, SI =
Social/Interpersonal, IC = Impaired Control, SP = Self-Perception; SC = Self-Care, RB =
Risky Behaviors, AO = Academic/Occupational, PD = Physical Dependence, BD = Blackout
Drinking
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Table 2. Correlation Matrix of All Study Variables (continued)
21.
22.
23.
21. AP–RB
1.00
22. AP–AO
.80‡
1.00
23. AP–PD
.77‡
.71‡
1.00
24. AP–BD
.72‡
.72‡
.65‡
N = 361 for all correlations; *p < .05, †p < .01, ‡p <
.001; AP = Alcohol-related Problems, RB = Risky
Behaviors, AO = Academic/Occupational, PD =
Physical Dependence, BD = Blackout Drinking
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Table 3. Measurement Model.
b
SE
CM
BY
Emotional Abuse
0.86
0.03
BY
Neglect
0.40
0.06
BY
Physical Abuse
0.93
0.02
BY
Sexual Abuse
0.92
0.02
PTSD BY
Intrusive
0.92
0.01
BY
Avoidance
0.70
0.04
BY
Cognition/Mood
0.94
0.01
BY
Arousal
0.95
0.01
SP
BY
SP1
0.84
0.03
BY
SP2
0.84
0.02
BY
SP3
0.82
0.03
SR
BY
SR1
0.83
0.02
BY
SR2
0.80
0.03
BY
SR3
0.83
0.02
AP
BY
Social/Interpersonal
0.88
0.01
BY
Impaired Control
0.85
0.02
BY
Self-Perception
0.73
0.03
BY
Self-Care
0.87
0.02
BY
Risky Behaviors
0.90
0.01
BY
Academic/Occupational
0.86
0.02
BY
Physical Dependence
0.84
0.02
BY
Blackout Drinking
0.83
0.02
CM
WITH
PTSD
0.83
0.03
WITH
SP
0.27
0.06
WITH
SR
0.20
0.06
WITH
AP
0.63
0.04
PTSD WITH
SP
0.35
0.06
WITH
SR
0.24
0.06
WITH
AP
0.55
0.04
SP
WITH
SR
0.55
0.07
WITH
AP
0.55
0.05
SR
WITH
AP
0.67
0.05
All estimates are standardized and significant at p < .01. CM
= Childhood Maltreatment, PTSD = PTSD Symptoms, SP =
Sensitivity to Punishment, SR = Sensitivity to Reward, AP =
Alcohol Problems
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Figure 2. Final structural equation model. All parameters are standardized and followed by their
standard errors (in parentheses). Gender as a covariate was excluded for clarity. Statistics
representing solid lines and variance accounted for (i.e., R2) are significant at p < .05. Dashed
lines represent non-significant paths.
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Table 4. Standardized Direct Effects of Final Structural Equation Model.
b
SE
p
95% CI
CM  PTSD
.835 .030 <.001
[.771, .890]
CM  AP
.451 .045 <.001
[.365, .544]
PTSD  SP
.345 .060 <.001
[.232, .466]
PTSD  SR
.238 .056 <.001
[.126, .350]
SP  AU
.060 .060 .320
[-.057, .179]
SP  AP
.164 .053 .002
[.053, .263]
SR  AU
.187 .064 .003
[.045, .306]
SR  AP
.474 .052 <.001
[.372, .571]
AU  AP
.099 .026 <.001
[.047, .146]
Gender  CM
-.020 .059 .730
[-.136, .093]
Gender  PTSD -.023 .032 .471
[-.088, .040]
Gender  SP
-.112 .055 .041 [-.213, -.005]
Gender  SR
-.052 .052 .318
[-.157, .051]
Gender  AU
-.003 .051 .961
[-.101, .096]
Gender  AP
.009 .033 .778
[-.061, .071]
CM = Childhood Maltreatment, PTSD = Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder symptoms, AP = Alcohol-related
problems, SP = Sensitivity to Punishment, SR =
Sensitivity to Reward, AU = Alcohol Use
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Table 5. Standardized Bias-corrected Bootstrapping Specific Indirect Effects.
Predictor
Mediator(s)
Outcome Specific IE
95% CI
CM
PTSD
SP
.288
[.193, .389]
CM
PTSD
SR
.198
[.104, .295]
CM
PTSD  SP
AU
.017
[-.015, .058]
CM
PTSD  SR
AU
.037
[.008, .076]
CM
PTSD  SP
AP
.047
[.15, .087]
CM
PTSD  SP  AU
AP
.002
[-.001, .007]
CM
PTSD  SR
AP
.094
[.046, .149]
CM
PTSD  SR  AU
AP
.004
[.001, .008]
PTSD
SP
AU
.021
[-.018, .070]
PTSD
SR
AU
.044
[.010, .091]
PTSD
SP
AP
.056
[.017, .103]
PTSD
SP  AU
AP
.002
[-.002, .008]
PTSD
SR
AP
.113
[.057, .177]
PTSD
SR  AU
AP
.004
[.001, .009]
SP
AU
AP
.006
[-.005, .022]
SR
AU
AP
.018
[.004, .032]
All effects are standardized. Bolded statistics = p < .05. IE = Indirect
Effect, CM = Childhood Maltreatment, PTSD = Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder symptoms, SP = Sensitivity to Punishment, SR = Sensitivity to
Reward, AU = Alcohol Use, AP = Alcohol-related Problems
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Table 6. Standardized Bias-corrected Bootstrapping Total Indirect and Total Effects.
Total
Total
95% CI
95% CI
IE
Effect
CM
SP
.288
[.193, .389]
.288
[.193, .389]
CM
SR
.198
[.104, .295]
.198
[.104, .295]
CM
AU
.054
[.020, .095]
.054
[.020, .095]
CM
AU
.054
[.020, .095]
.054
[.020, .095]
CM
AP
.147
[0.088, 0.213]
.598
[.518, .679]
CM
AP
.147
[0.088, 0.213]
.598
[.518, .679]
CM
AP
.147
[0.088, 0.213]
.598
[.518, .679]
CM
AP
.147
[0.088, 0.213]
.598
[.518, .679]
PTSD
AU
.065
[.025, .114]
.065
[.025, .114]
PTSD
AU
.065
[.025, .114]
.065
[.025, .114]
PTSD
AP
.176
[.105, .248]
.176
[.105, .248]
PTSD
AP
.176
[.105, .248]
.176
[.105, .248]
PTSD
AP
.176
[.105, .248]
.176
[.105, .248]
PTSD
AP
.176
[.105, .248]
.176
[.105, .248]
SP
AP
.006
[-.005, .022]
.170
[.058, .271]
SR
AP
.018
[.004, .032]
.493
[.391, .593]
All effects are standardized. Bolded statistics = p < .05. IE = Indirect Effect,
CM = Childhood Maltreatment, PTSD = Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
symptoms, SP = Sensitivity to Punishment, SR = Sensitivity to Reward, AU
= Alcohol Use, AP = Alcohol-related Problems
Predictor

Outcome
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